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home games Friday night

MSU Homecoming Parade
has new route for '84

Aurora Country Festival
planned for this weekend
See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Hotel fire - 8 dead, 30 injured
PATERSON, N.J.(AP)- A fire sweeping through a residence
hotel early Thursday trapped some victims and forced others to
jump from the building, claiming as many as eight lives and injuring 30 others, authorities said.
As firefighters battled the blaze that broke out at about 12:15
a.m. at the nine-story brick Hotel Alexander Hamilton in the
downtown of this aging northern New Jersey city, Fire Chief
William Corner said there were "several fatalities."
"We have at least five confirmed dead," said Mayor Frank X.
Graves Jr. at the scene. "There are deaths and there are injuries
and there are still people in there."
Fred Klie an investigator for the Fayette County Medical Examiners office said there were eight people killed and 30 injured.
"We have in detention a worker who had a fight with the night
manager. He's the one that supposedly started the fire," said
Graves.
The hotel had 180 tenants, including permanent residents,
welfare clients and transients. Graves said. "Various agencies of
government use it," he said.
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The rain: Too much of a good thing
can mean trouble to the area farmers
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The wet weather of late has
been a help to Calloway
County's soybean fields, but if it
keeps up too much longer it
could hamper the harvest of the
county's top cash crop.
Farmers normally harvest
their beans by about Nov. 1, but
they're behind schedule this
year by,one to two weeks, said
Ted Howard of the county
Agricultural Extension Service.
A. wet spring delayed this year's
planting of about 40,000 acres,
and another 30,000 or so were
double-cropi3ed, Howard said.

The soybean crop is worth about
$12 million annually to county
farmers.
After the dry weather of the
latter half of the summer, the
rains of October were welcome
and helped fill out the plants,
Howard explained. If the skies
clear by next week the plants
will be "in pretty good shape,"
he said. But if the rain continues,,beans could begin falling
out of their pods, and persistent
rains could make the fields too
soggy for the heavy combines
used for harvesting.
"We haven't had one of these

gosh-awful wet falls for a long
time, so we may be in for it, I
don't know," Howard said.
The National Weather Service
predicted a 60 percent chance of
thunderstorms for Thursday,
partly cloudy skies Saturday
and increasing cloudiness
Monday.
Also behind schedule is the
planting of winter whe4 which
should already be under way,
according to Howard. Milo, or
grain...sor-ghum, is also due for
harvest.
The soybean yield figures to
be about 29 or 30 bushels an acre
this year. That would be ..a

dramatic improvement over
last year, when a drought cut
yields to half or less of normal
output. As Howard- added;
however, "It doesn't matter if
you have a good yield, if you
can't get it out of the fields."
Most of the county's corn has
been harvested, and yields are
averaging about 95 bushels an
acre, more than twice last
year's average. Some fields
have produced more than 200
bushels agracre, and have been
entered In the state corn
growers' yield-lcontest, Howard

WASHINGTON (AP) - The bet kept secret about the
presidential debates is about how the debaters are keeping their
secrets.
Nobody wants what happened last time to happen again, but
nobody's saying much about what's been done to prevent it.
In 1980 Jimmy Carter's briefing papers were swiped and ended
up in Ronald Reagan's camp, so Reagan could have known
Carter's debating points in advance.
A House panel - the subcommittee on human resources of the
44,
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, of all things - investigated from July 1983 to April 1984.
The subcommittee concluded that a crime had been committed, but it couldn't identify the criminal. That was the gist of its
2,400-page report and its $100,000 investigation.
Remembering 1980, the Mondale people took precautionary
steps this time. Lawyer Lew Kaden, who helped prepare Mondale's briefing Materials for his two debates against Reagan, was
put in charge of keeping the documents from going to the enemy
camp.

Soviets hint at improved relations
MOSCOW (AP) - Konstantin U. Chernenko's call for U.S.
moves to break the arms control talks deadlock was likely aimed
at influencing the U.S. presidential debate and election, but also
suggested improved U.S.-Soviet relations, diplomats say.
The Soviet leader's ideas were outlined in an interview with the
Washington Post, published Wednesday. It was his first meeting
with a Western journalist.
The Post said Chernenko, 73, appeared in good health. He was
rumored to have been hospitalized this summer with unspecified
illnesses.
Diplomats, who spoke on condition they not be identified, were
unanimous in saying the interview seemed designed to influence
Sunday's debate on foreign policy issues between President
Reagan and Democratic challenger Walter Mondale.
The diplomats did not spell out exactly how they thought the
Soviets hoped to influence the elections, although one suggested
that the interview was an attempt to focus the debate on issues
which the Soviets want to see discussed by the candidates.

Evansville site of mass killing
EVANSVII.I.F.,Ind.(AP)- An Evansville man shot and killed
his six young children, then sat down in a rocking chair and turned a revolver on himself, police said today.
The man's wife, Candace Day, discovered the mass murder of
her children - ranging in age from 3 to 13 - and her husband
when she returned home about 8 a.m. from her overnight work
shift at a local post office.
James Alan Day was found slumped in a rocking chair with a
.45-caliber pistol in his hand, according to Police Chief Ray
Hamner.
Hamner said no motive was immediately established in the
killings, which he said may be the city's worst murder case.
The children were found dead in their beds, and each had been
shot in the head, according to Vanderburgh County Coroner Earl
Cox.
Mrs. Day had left home about 2 a.m.
The bodies, which had not been removed from the home at
noon, were to be taken to Deaconness Hospital for autopsies. Officers remained at the home taking finger prints and
photographing the murder scene.
No ages were immediately available.
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Today will become cloudy
with a 60 percent chance of
afternoon thunderstorms, a
high in the upper 70s and
south wind 10 to 20 mph, the
National Weather Service
said.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday 6rough Monday
calls for partly cloudy.
weather Saturday- and Subday
reasing
cloudiness on Monday.
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JUST FLOATING ALONG - As the Homecoming Parade grows
ever nearer, Sigma Chi fraternity member Mike Wright, a junior
from Mayfield, and Sigma Sigma Sigma pledge Teresa Parker,a
sophomore *from Cadiz, busily prepare their float for the Satur__
_

day morning event. Three fraternities and sororities are entered
in the float competition, while members are utilizing their spare
time to ready the floats for show.
111

r

Judge orders inmates from county jail
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - A
Corrections Cabinet lawyer said
the state will appeal a judge's
order to remove 26 inmates from
the McCracken District Jail,
some of whom have been
waiting five monthfor transfer
to a state prison.
Circuit Judge Ron Daniels'
ruling came in a suit filed by
County Attorney Sam Carlick,
which charged that the Corrections Cabinet has "repeatedly
refused" to accept state
prisoners awaiting transfer
from the overcrowded county
jail.
It was the fifth major lawsuit
filed over jail crowding since
1982. •
Among them is a federal
class-action suit filed in
Paducah federal court in August
seeking the transfer to prisons of
723 state felons held in county
jails.
Corrections Cabinet lawyer
Barbara Jones said a response
to the federal suit would be filed
this week, and that she would
probably seek a Supreme Court
hearing to consolidate appeals
1
of the state lawsuits.
"More than likely we'll have a
hearing on this whole issue," she
said. "The fact is, there is no
room left We can only take so
-many prirloners."
The- stare 2s
security prison at Eddyville and
the state reformatory at
LaGrange are filled with all the
inmates the government will
allow, she said.
"It's a serious problem," she
said. "We don't deny there arc/

no easy solutions.''
County Jailer Joe Childs said
the jail is at its 90-inmate
capacity, and that adults are being kept in the juvenile area,
which prevents juveniles from
being jailed there.
"We just have to release them
to their parents and hope they

can control them until we can
have a hearing," juvenile officer
Howard Moss said.
Childs said he has been sued
more than 15 times in federal
court this year by inmates com-

prompt the state to take some
new action on the problem.
"Last week, I called all over
this end of the state trying to
find a place to put some of these
kids and also some adult

plaining of overcrowding. He
said he hoped the latest suit will

prisoners. All the-other jails
in the same boat," he said.

Panel proposes national health insurance
as fair method for covering all Americans
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
citizens committee whose
members include three former
Cabinet secretaries on Wednesday recommended adoption of
national health insurance as a
more efficient and fair method
of providing health care to all
Americans.
The National Citizens' Board
of Inquiry into Health in
America released a two-volume
report that proposed, for the interim, expansion of Medicare
coverage and health insurance
for unemployed workers.
But the report, "Health Care
USA: 1984," focused on making
the case for a universal comprehensive national health care
plan similar to those in Canada.
Great Britain and • other industrial riatinfig:- The grpu,p, whose Members
included former Labor
Secretary Ray Marshall and
former Health, Education and
Welfare secretaries Wilbur
Cohen and Arthur S. Flemming,
did not make specific proposals

for financing national health insurance. But it adifanced the
proposal as a general concept,
arguing that health care could
be provided more cheaply and
efficiently under national health
insurance.
' The report noted that in
Canada, which has national
health insurance, the cost of
medical care accounts for 8.5
percent of the gross natiorfal
product while health costs account for more than 10 percent
of the GNP in this country.
Even though medical care accounts for a big share of the nation's economic output, 33
million Americans have no
health insurance protection, the
report said. .
-..*In~during .the
Budget ,
Reagan administration reduced
Medicaid spending by $5 billion
and Medicare spending by $13
billion below what they otherwise would have been, according to theaeport.
About 700,00 children were
renioved from the Medicaid pro-

gram in 1982 and 567,000 senior
citizens lost their Medicaid since
1981: and about 725,000
Americans no longer have access to community health
centers because of budget cuts,
the report said.
"The citizens' board found a
widespread pattern of deterioration in health care coverage akd
services, brought on in part by
soaring costs and in part by
plummeting federal and state
benefits," the report said.
For Medicare, the board said,
the program's two components
- covering hospital bills and
doctors' bills - should be combined and financed with payroll'
deductions plus federal. 41,2(
dollars. In addition, the board
said Med1Z-Z/NeS services should
be 'extended to include mental
health benefits, out-of-hospital
prescription drugs, eye care,
dental care, hearing care and
foot care.
The board was headed
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Saturday Homecoming activities
begin with welcome home coffee
Homecoming activities at
Murray State University on
Saturday. Oct. 20, will begin
with a welcome home coffee
from 8 a.m. to 9:30 ant in the
Curris Center.
Reception areas will be hosted
by faculty members of each of
the six colleges. Located in the
lower level tree lounge will be
the Colley of Industry and
Technology. On the middle level
will be Creative Expression,

Education and the College of
Humanistic Studies. The College
of Business and Public Affairs
and the College of Science will
be on the upper level.
Coffee and pastries will be
served. Members of the decade
graduation classes — '34. '44,
'54, '64 and '74 will be special
guests.
Retired faculty and staff
members are also encouraged to

join in the welcome home coffee,
said Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs.
The Homecoming Parade will
begin at 9:30 a.m. The
Homecoming smorgasbord is
scheduled from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. in the Curris Center
ballroom.
Cost of the smorgasbord is $1.
Tables will be reserved for
members of the decade classes.

We k
-end

MSU Homecoming Parade
has new route for this year
Murray State University's traditional
Homecoming Parade will be taking a different
direction — literally — on Saturday, Oct. 20.
For the first time, it will form in the downtown
area and proceed west along Main Street past a
judging stand at Murray Middie School on the
way to the campus where it will disband in the
parking lot of Sparks Hall.
In past years, the parade has gone in the opposite direction, from 15th Street alongside
Sparks Hall to downtown Murray.
After forming in the parking lots of the Bank of
Murray and Briggs 8z Stratton and on nearby
side streets, the parade will begin at 2nd and
Main at 9:30 a.m., according to Beth
Schuerenberg, New Madrid, Mo., senior, who is
chairman of the Homecoming Committee of the
University Center Board.
Robert G. "Bob" Burton, a 1962 Murray State
graduate who is now president of ABC
Publishing of New York City, which produced official publications for the 1984 Olympics, will be
the parade grand marshal.
Pat Spurgin, a Billings, Mont., sophomore,
who won the women's air rifle event in the 1984
Summer Olympics to become Murray State's
first-ever Olympic gold medalist, will give
special significance to the "Go for the Gold"
Homecoming and parade theme.
She, along with 'several others who have
distinguished themselves in the sport of riflery,
will ride in the parade of about 120 units. The include two of her teammates on the 1984 Olympic.
squad — Mary Anne Schweitzer of
Pa., class of '83, who finished 18th in women's air
rifle competition, and William Beard of Indianapolis, formerly of Bardwell, class of '71,,
who qualified as an alternate in the men's smallbore (.22 caliber) event.
Other special guests in the parade are: Roger
Withrow'of Rawlins, Wyo.. a former student who
won a gold medal in the air rifle (prone positon)
event of the World Wheelchair Olympics in London this summer: Mike Gross of Menomonee
Falls, Wisc., class of '79, who won a gold medal
in the,Pan American Games; and Ernie Vande
Zande .of Colorado Springs, Colo., class of '71,
also a Pan American gold medalist who is now
manager of the Olympic 'Training Center
shooting sports program.
Along with the usual array floats, the parade
will also include the six finalists for 1984
Homecoming Queen, 16 area high school, junior
high and middle school marching bands, several
other special guests and a variety of other
entries.
Homecoming Queen finalists for 1984 are:
Susan Michele Alsobrook, Princeton Route 2
senior: Denise Letitia Butler, Brentwood, Tenn.,
senior: Cynthia Diane Dalton, Mayfield

Lancaster,

Chamber updating
organizations file
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce is updating the list of local clubs and
organizations it keeps on file at
the Commerce Centre. The lists
are distributed to visitors and interested residents throughout
the year. Any club or organization that would like to be listed
should call the chamber at
753-5171 by Monday, Oct. 22.
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Deaver leaving
MSU for Florida

bright colored jewelry.
Orig. 3.99 to 7.99. Choose from this dazzling display of beautiful colored and gold-to
ne
jewelry. Great styles in earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Costume Jewelry Department

Dr. Phillip Deaver, an administrator and teacher at Murray State for eight years, has accepted a position in Orlando,
•Fla.
Deaver will be director of two
tutorial centers and will
establish a third center in the Instructional Resource Group,
which tests children and adults
for learning problems and
designs approaches to address
those problems. Deaver called
the post "a very good
opportunity."
Deaver has been director of
adult outreach for MSU Continuing Education and a quartertime teacher in the English
Department. He was administrative assistant to the
president for two years, and
prior to that was director of conferences and continuing
education.

Businesses urged
to join MSU spirit
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e
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Democrats to sPonsor
fund-raiser Sunday

vinyl handbags.
Orig. $12. Delicately detailed fashion vinyl handbags feature zip closures and lots of room
for essentials. Assorted shades.
••

•

-

JCPenney

The Murray State Alumni
Association urges merchants in
Murray to support the Racers
and boost Homecoming spirit by
putting up displays on their
signs and marquees over the
next two days. Officials say this
has been an effective way of promoting Homecoming in years
past.

The Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee is sponsoring a social fundraising event in conjunction with
the presidential debates.
This event is scheduled for
Sunday, Oct. 21, at 7;30 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library. Admission will be $5.
_

11.4pital Board to meet
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners will meet in regular session tonight, Oct. 18; at 7 p.m. in
the hospital board room. The
public is invited to attend.

_ sophomore; Bruceann Deshazor, Evansville,
Ind., sophomore; Clarizza Maria Fox, Louisville
senior; and Sheri Lea Hines, Philpot Route 3
junior.
Loretta Wagner Dodd of Tampa, Fla., the 1983
Homecoming Queen, and Judy Russell of
Paducah, the reigning Miss Murray State
University, will also ride in the parade.
Murray State's Racer Band will march at the
front of the procession. Other bands which will
participate include the following high school
units: Calloway County, Murray, Hickman
County,Providence, Eldorado, Ill., Hardin County., Ill., Marion, Ill., McLeansboro, ILI., and
Obion (Tenn.) Central.
Junior high and middle school units scheduled
In the parade are: Calloway County Middle
School, Murray Middle School, Burns Middle
School of Owensboro, South Henderson County
Junior High, Benton Junior High, North Marshall Junior High and South Marshall Junior
High.
A color guard from the campus ROTC unit and
representatives of the Murray police and fire
departments and the Calloway County sheriff's
office and fire and rescue squad will also be in
the lineup.
Murray State cheerleaders ahd Dunker, the
school mascot, will be in the procession, as will
Nancy Duster, the gray mare which has circled
the track in Stewart Stadium this fall each time
the iootball team scores.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, Murray State president,
and her family and Dr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks; will be guests of honor in the parade. Dr.
Sparks is the university president emeritus.
A special guest from of the campus will be Congressman Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield, who
represents Kentucky's First Congressional
District.
Ban Rex Thompson of Paducah, president of
the MSU Alumni Association, and Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs, will Participate.
Representing the Student troverument
-Association in the parade will be: Rob Huth of
Mt. Clemens, Mich., president; Rick Kupchella
of Murray, vice president; Jim Henson of Ft.
Knox, secretary; and Brad Hill of Marion, Ill.,
treasurer. Tom Baumgarten of Owensboro, student regent, will also be in the parade.
Among other entries will be Shriners, including clowns, Oriental band and a motorcycle
patrol, antique cars, and sweethearts of various
campus organizations.
Thousands of alumni, former students, friends
of the university and people from the community
are expected to turn out over the weekend to enjoy the activities of the 52nd Homecoming and to
renew friendships at the annual fall get-together.

Corvette Lanes bowl-a-thon
will benefit St. Jude hospital
The Central Regional Office of
ALSAC/St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital has announced that Murray's Corvette Lanes
will be conducting a Bowl-AThon during the week of Nov.
9-17. Locally Mrs. Pat McCarthy
has volunteered to coordinate
the "Bowl-For-Life Campaign."
The prbgram is dedicated to
Terry (last name withheld) who
has been a pat,tent for the past
six years at St. Jude Children's
Hospital. Terry, of Mt. Carmel,
Ill., is a normal 9-year-old girl
who in March of 1978 developed
acute lymphocytic leukemia,
the most common form of
childhood cancer. Staff
members of St. Jude's are pleased to say that Terry has ben in
remission and off all medication
since November of 1980.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, located in Memphis,
Tenn., was founded by entertainer Danny Thomas. The institution opened its doors to the
public in 1962 to combat
catastrophic diseases in
children. St. Jude is non-

sectarian, non-discriminatory,
and provides total medical care
to all patients.
At St. Jude, scientist and
physicians work side by side
seeking not only better means of
treatment, but also the cause,
cure and prevention of these terrible killers. All information
gained at St. Jude is shared freely with other hospitals and institutions the world over.
Sponsor forms are now
available at Corvette Lanes.

Insurance...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Flemming, who was HEW
secretary under President
Eisenhower and chairman of the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission
from 1974 until he was removed
by President Reagan in 1981.
Marshall served in the Carter
administration and Cohen was a
member of Lyndon Johnson's
Cabinet.

Aurora Country Festival
plans numerous events
The annual Aurora Country
Festival will be held October
19-21, in Aurora. This traditional
three-day celebration will include
arts arid crafts, sorghum making,
candle dipping and many other
traditional trademarks from this
state's historical past.
This will be a landmark year
for the festival due to the celebration of the 60th year of the Kentucky State Park system here
and throughout the state.
Kenlake State Resort Park will
add to the Aurora festivities by
hosting a ministerial ceremony
service beginning at 10 a.m.
Saturday with local and state officials on hand for public speaking at 11 a.m. Joining the celebration will be Carroll Hubbard,
Walter "Dee" Huddleston .and
Marshall
County
JudgeExecutive Mike Miller.
One of the largest tractor pulls
Westetbulgt.,iracky will begin _go
1 p.m. fii aurora and'fie annual
parade,will kickoff at 1:30 p.m.
starting. at the Kenhiker Campground. From mid-afternoon
throughout the day 'The Country
Beat' will entertain you at the site
of the arts and crafts display.
A spectacular country music

show and square dancing will be
held Saturday night at the
Kenlake amphitheatre. The park
will host an open house and
reception for the general public
at the lodge on Sunday from 1-3
p.m. Sunday activities will also
Include a gospel singing and an
Ice cream social at the site of the
arts and crafts display.
The Aurora festivities are free
to the public and everyone is
welcome. This is a planned !unfilled day for the whole family.
Anyone interested can register
for a free handmade quilt, a 12°guage shotgun, and 2 hams to be
given away on Sunday at 4 p.m.
Residents may register at
y
Aurora businesses.
Th4 big red barn will be the 4te
for one of the largest fl
markets in this part of the state.
For space rental or information
contact. Red Hopper at (501)
474:8039 or 354-8521. There is Cur
rentlY roam left for the flea
market and arts and crafts. New
registrations are welcomed:
,
For more festival'infornuttion
call (502) 474-2214. This years
festival has more reservations
and registrations, than any to
date, it has been reported.
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PERSPECTIVE
Comedy doesn't need
garbage to be funny
Time was when the outhouse, bordello and
sewer were tagets of humor, not the sources of
much of what passes for humor today.
In fact, the situation is so foul that judgment
may malign the outhouse, bordello and sewer.
Ron Givens writes in a recent Newsweek:
“The state of comic writing today is so bad it
isn't even funny. More and more authors stoop to
compete with what passes for comedyion television, and most of them take the quick and/or dirty approach: witness tiles like "101 Truly
Tasteless Uses for a Dead Preppy Cat."
Givens is right.
Any civilized person who has been in a
bookstore lately will agree. "Gross Jokes" and
"More Gross _Jokes" crbmpete with a spate—ofTasteless Jokes" books. The stuff would
gag a buzzard.
Givens sounds off in a review of two new
humor books which rise above the prevailing
garbage.
They are "What Men Don't Tell Women" by
Roy Blount Jr. and "Partners" by Veronica
Geng. "It's downright refreshing," says Givens,
"to read somebody who has taste, intelligence,
style and wit..." Some paperback publishers are
reprinting humorists of yesteryear such as S.J.
Perelman,author of "Westward,Ha!" and other
gems, and WW Guppy, who wrote, among other
things, "How to Become Extinct" and whose
fans consider him the funniest writer who ever
lived.
'Tain't funn, McGee," Molly of the old radio
program Fibber McGee would say,of most of the
slop labeled "comedy" on TV. It lacks sparkle
and originality and wallows in sle*zy sex, bad
taste,silliness and screaming.
Charlie Chaplin,'W.C. Fields, Charles Chase,
Buster Keaton, BeQ Blue, Wheeler and Wolsey,
Laurel and Hardy,Jimmy Durante, Jack Benny,
Fred Allen, Burns and Allen. Hope and Crosby
and other great comedians turned out one boffo
laugh show after anbther for years without
rooting fn garbage. George Burns and Bob Hope
are still at it.
The decline in humor may be traceable to an
adult retreat from standards as the baby
boomers burst out of their diapers, jerked on
their blue jeans and announced they were going
to remake society.
It would be unfair to blame the boomers,
because mom and Dad and teacher and prof egged them on and often joined in the rumpus. A
new, green, raw, tasteless audience developed
that tended to confuse laughing and barfing.
Yet all was not lost. Humorists like Erma
Bombeck, Andy Rooney and Ran Lebowitz proved it is net necessary Id dubmerge .sewage- to
provoke laughter.
"GhQstbUsters" pizwes.moviei can still make
'em roll in the aisles without spraying the screen
with offal.
As Givens' review attests, new humor writers
are proving that smutless comedy can be funnier
than all that's been passing for humor of late.
And that's wonderful. May their tribe increase! As sages have been saying since
Solomon: "A merry heart doeth good like a
medicine: but a broken spirit drieth the bones."
Humankind needs healthy laughter.

looking back
Ten years ago
Workmen are shown at work on a bridge on Old
Murray-Paris Road now under construction at a
cost of about $7,000. It is hoped this will end the
flooding in the area.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Wayne Smith, Oct. 12.
Dr. Charles D. Clark attended the annual
Scientific Assembly of American Academy of
Family Physicians in Los Angeles, Calif.
Twenty years ago
Rob Gingles of the Bank of Murray was named
as an honorary member of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Business
Leaders of America.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Butterworth.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine of Kirksey will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct.
25.
Thirty years ago
Over 1,000 persons attended the open house
-,.
yesterday at the new educational building of the
First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Rubye Pool of Murray has been appointed assistant membership chairman for the
Business and Professional Woman's Clubs of
Kentucky by the state president, Mrs. Alma
Black of Corbin.
Wayne Wilson is serving as president of the
Murray Training School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Three big spiders provide this 7-year-old
with both fun and a learning experience
.

t

The ,plher day, while tinkering
around at my work bench in the
garage, two little boys appeared
suddenly at my elbow.
They were Barry and Mary Gail
Johnson's Josh, 11, and Joel, 7. The
Johnsons live within a _done
-thRhv of our place and over on
South 9th Street.
Josh is in the sixth grade at Murray Middle School, while Joel is in
Mrs. Jane Taylor's second grade at
Robertson Elementary.
Barry, their daddy, is the official
Murray State' photographer. lie
and I worked closely together for a
number of years before I retired
out there three years ago. Mary
Gall is the pretty kindergarten
teacher at Robertson Elementary.
They are good folks, good
neighbors, good parents, keep a
beautifully landscaped place and
have one other child, 5-year-old
Kristin, who is in Nancy Thurman's morning kindergarteraclass
at Robertson.
• • •
Joel had come .to tell me about
his latest pets -L three huge garden
spiders. Josh gad come along to be
sure Joel didn't forget anything. While Joel is interested in insects, Josh is the more sportsminded Of the two. He spendshours, often into the'night, shooting'
" basketball shots on their driveway.
For more than a month now. Joel
has fed,cared for and observed the
lives, activities and habitats of the

spiders, who spend most of their
time tirelessly spinning and repairing their webs in a bed of bronze
and yellow marigolds beside the
Johnson home. He always has been
fascinated, his parents say, by
bogs i Pet Ind _the_44.k.e7____
At first, he thought two were
"girl spiderS" and one was male,
but this categorical determination
has now been revised following the
discovery of egg sacs in all their
webs. "They're all girls!" he excitedly informed me this past
weekend.
He went- on to explain enthusiastiCally that all three are
depositing egg sacs in their Webs.
Each sac, he assured me, contains
something like 500 eggs. He had
read that in one of his spider books.
• • •
Joel came upon his new-found
friends quite by acdident. The first
one he found.in the grass in their
yard. Picking it up in a jar, he put it
in the flower bed, where it soon
spun a web.
The 'seeonctappeared dile morning in 'a web spun overnight between the rodf of their carport and
the top of the family van. The van
wasn't moved until Joel had captured the spider and put it, too,
among the marigolds_ in the flower
box where it, too, spun a web.
The third he discovered one ;norning while feeding the other two. It
had added its web to those of the
other two already among- the

flowers.
All are pretty, if you like colorful
insects. They have long black legs,
which, -if extended, would reach
something like 2% or 3 inches in
diameter. Their black bodies are
ea ed With- briiin yellow and
are about the shape but a little
larger than a 45-caliber bullet.
Joel feeds his spiders daily, keeping a grasshopper, a cricket, a
roach or a few flies in their webs
most of the time. He uses a net to
catch the grasshoppers and flies,
and keeps them in a jar until one or
more are needed in the webs.
Once he places one of these insects into a web, he sits back and
watches fascinated as the big
spider whose web it is in comes to
imprison the grasshopper, or
whatever, swiftly with a cocoonlike mass of webbing.
"If she is hungry, she'll kite it
right then," he explained, his
young eyes bright with the exciteMent of the process."And onee she
bites them, they're dead in AO
seconds. I've timed it. Then she'll
eat it.
"If she's not
,hungry, she'll just
leave it there until she is. Then
she'll kill it — if it's not already
dead — and eat it.,"
..• •- • The spiders, he went on,spin and
repair their webs at night.
Sometimes, the wind or the rains
will tear them down, but they're
back up soon afterwards. "I don't

get to see them do that," he said
with a shy smile. "I wish I could."
The largest of the spiders also
has the largest web. It's almost
three feet long and tapers from an
anchor-high-onac litha chin
bing the wall to a width at its base
of 18 inches or more. The other two
spin and maintain webs among the
flowers.
Inside , the house. Joel has two
more unusual pets — a couple of
hermit crabs — 'Mr.• T" and
"Magnum PI." These he keeps in
• an aquarium. He feeds them bread,
apple and water. •
He tells me that when at hermit
crab's tail gets too big for the shell
Into which he has crawled, he'll
leave it and move into a larger-one.
Joel enjoys watching this transition and sharing the experience,
along with regular progress
reports on the spiders, with his
classmates at "show-and-tell'
time at Robertson Elementary.
• •
Doesn't that excite you
to see a
little fellow like Joel so keenly in •
..terested in,.nature and the World
around him!
And don't you admire and appreciate teachers like Mrs. Taylor
who not only kindle but fan the
scientific sparks in young minds
like Joel's. One never knows where
that kind of motivation — if maintained — can lead.
I'll be keeping an eye on Joel.

letters to the editor

Debate outcome isn't the point -philosophies are
Td'The Editor:
I am a staunch Conservative and
a .cotbtideht supporter of Ronald
Reagan for president: This letter is
about the recent presidental
debate, basic political
philosophies, and democracy in the
age of television.
First of all — Who Won The
Debate??
Walter Mondale won the debate.
Any intelligent human being over
the age of 12 who watched that
debate knows that Mr. Mondale
gave President Reagan a sound
thrashing. Mr. Mondale spoke rationally, intelligently, and articulately. He won the debate not
only in terms of intellectual content, but also in terms of political
effectiveness. He was cool,
thoughtful, forceful, and respectful. He did an excellent job.
The president, in contrast, was
defensive, rambling, and confusing. Not only did Mr. Reagan say
things that were hard- to understand, he said things that were flat
wrong. He was also tired. Those
over the age of 12 know that too. Of
course he was tired. Few men of
any age could have gone through
what he went through and not have
been thoroughly exhausted. So,
having acknowledged that Ronald
Reagan lost the debate, why do I
still support him? Simple. I am not
voting for captain of the debate
team — I am voting for president of
the United States.
What the recent debate proved —
and what most of us already knew
— is that Mr. Mondale is an intelligent and sincere individual,
and that Mr. Reagan is just one
more human being subject to his

good days and his bad days. What
the debates reaffirmed is that
there are two very different
political philosophies held by these
two men. Those of us who were
disappointed by Ronald Reagan's
performance, but not swayed in
our support of him, are acutely
aware of the stark differences between those two philosophies. Mr.
Reagan is a proponent of a conservative policy of government. Mr.
Mondale is a proponent of a liberal
policy of government. The difference between these two policies
is well known and far more significant to any intelligent voter than
any man's ability to say clever and
decisive things on any particular
night.
I will not here put forth the difference between these two
philosophies. Most Americans are
keenly aware of these fundamentally different approaches to
government. Most Americansfiave
petit all their adult liVes seriously
considering the merits and disadvantages of the two. If we were to
compile all the writings of the past
50 years either praising or condemning one or the other of these
philosophies, we would probably
have the largest pile of literature
ever assembled. The issues are not
new — they are as old as any man
alive today. The way in which each
orthese two men would direct the
government of the United States of
America is fundamentally and profoundly different — Und most of us
know that!
My personal belief is the correctness of Conservatism has. been
melded in me over a lifetime of
reading, listening, arguing, and

observing the events of this old
world.I did not lightly arrive at my
convictions on national defense,
public education, the poor, the
elderly, the sick, taxation, equality, the growth of the federal
government, foreign policy, and
many other issues. To suggest that
I might suddenly alter my convictions based on a 90 min. television
debate is about the silliest thing I
have ever heard. To recognize that
a significant segment of the
American electorate is today basing its vote on an evaluation of this
debate is about the scariest thing I
have ever heard.
Which brings us to the subject of
democracy in the age of TV. None
of the world's great leaders, from
Genghis Khan to FDR, has ever
been subjected to anything quiet
like a nationally televised
presidential debate. it's a whole
new ball game, and we had better
learn how to play it.If we are to accept television debates as an additional input into the process of
selecting our leaders — and I think
we should — then we are going to
have to assume a more
sophisticated process in evaluating
these debates.
We cannot expect our presidential candidates to always exhibit
the stern omnipotence of a Marshall Dillon as he stalks out of Ms.
Kitty's saloon to face the killer in
the streets of Dodge City. We cannot expect our president to always
be as invincible as Perry Mason,
counsel for the defense. We have to
realize that very few things we see
on TV — from the afternoon soaps
to the evening news — are "real."
A presidential debate is real. As

A Democrat who will vote GOP
To The Editor:
An answer to Mrs. Paschall's letter Oct. 15 (an avowed Democrat,
no doubt): I too am a Democrat,
that will vote Republican this election for the simple reason that I'm
not a liberal lady!.
I value the future of my country
and grandchildren too much.to let
the liberal Democrat party ruin it,
with their pie inthe sky promises
and give away programs!
Our schools are a lot better, our
country has more respect than
ever before! Our old people will
never be cut from Social Security,
.and I haven't seen any hungry people, except the long lines waiting to
eat out at fast food places!
If this is pover*r_ -4*.fit's a lotr
di:-ferent mart I saw it in the 1920s
and 30s! From your letter, Ms.
Paschall, you have: A. been brainwashed, by Mondale promises.
(or) B. just choose to believe what
, you read, or see on TV.
Or was it the rich woman that
agrees with Mondale? I don't mean

his wife! The taXashe didn't pay
were more than us poor people
make in 3 or 4 years! Yet, she said
It hurt to pay it out of millions? Just
who is she kidding? As I said, I'm a
Democrat, but I will vote
Republican. if only because he is a
conservative who cares for our
country, the very moral values that
this great U.S.A. was founded on!
Mr. Mondale is a believer in
"Humanism" which means, in
Webster's: 1. The quality of being
human,2. any system of thought or
action based on the nature, a
modern, nontheistic, rationalist
movement that holds -that man is
capable of self-fulfillment, ethical
conduct, etc., "withollit recourse to
zuphnlaturallsinl-" Antie
It looks -to fir, and I for one
'believe -President Reagan will be
there when we need him, tcrkeep
our schools, our country and our
"Right to believe in God Safe," in
spite of people who don't know
what they are talking about!
Thank you for allowing me to ex-

press my opinion on this subject.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Rosa Mae Sinter
Jackson, Mich.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
;
Letters should be typewritten
ancidouble-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
interest.
Utters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071,

the popularity of TV debate grows,
it.is possible that the TV Culture
(that's Us — the American people)
will begin to judge its leaders on
.theltame criteria we use to judge
our movie stars. If we are so foolish
as to do this, we will soon find that
the leaders of this nation are surrounded not by statesmen, but by
drama teachers and voice coaches.
It is essential that we evaluate
our leaders over an extended
period of time, and that we base
our deciSion on as many considerations as possible. It is hard work. Ifthe electorate becomes so irresponsible as to elect leaders based on
their TV performance on the eve of
the election, we will soon find that
our leaders are as Irresponsible,
lazy, and superficial as we are.
My evaluation of the two men
seeking the presidency is not based
on a last minute snap judgment. I
have observed the actions of these
two-men over many-years. I traves-very clear view of Mr. Mondale's
dream for the future of America. I
also have a very clear view of Mr.
Reagan's dream for the future of
America. After paying attention
for many years I know exactly
where each of these men stands. I
also know exactly where-I stand.
My vote will go for Ronald
Reagan because I know the direction in which he will lead this nation. My vote would never go for
Walter Mondale because I also
know the direction in which he
would lead this nation.
In making my choice. I am absolutely confident that I am voting
in the interest of a prosperous,
united, and free America.
Sincerely,
Maurice W.Bourne,Jr.
Airport, Rt. 2
Murray. Ky. 42071
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Community events
Thursday,Oct. 18
Murray -Calloway
Preservation Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
St. John's Episcopal
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. with
Phyllis Clary, 109 North
Seventh St.
————
Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens will meet at

Thursday.Oct. 18
Thursday, Oct. 18
7 p.m. at the WATCH. Car Club is scheduled to
Center.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
————
Gateway Steak House at
Temple Hill Lodge Draffenville.
No. 511 Order of the
————
Eastern Star will meet
Preceptor Omicron
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge Chapter of Beta Sigma
hall.
Phi will meet at 6:30
————
p.m. at Ninth Street
Alpha Mu Chapter of House, Paducah.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
————
will meet with Chi Chi
Xi. Alpha' Delta
Stinnett.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
————
Phi is scheduled to meet
Twin Lakes Antique
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
————
IRAN4-as hearts wing
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————

We are pleased to announce
that Julie Pentrich, bride-elect
of Mark Jackson, has selected
her pottery, flatware, crystal
and accessories from our complete bridal registry. Julie and
Mark will be married ]\o'. 23.

Thursday,Oct. 18
Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Johnnie R. Prichard, Bill
Bogard, Bill Holt and
Don Robinson in charge.
————
Fall meeting of
Murray-Calloway County Unit of American
Heart Association will
be at 4 p.m. at North
Branch, Peoples Bank.
Jeff Cohen, Los
Angeles-based investigator, will speak
free at 8 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater, Murray
State University.
————

1Driveway Sealer
$799
5 001. Illasitat

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY

The Showcase
7534541

20$ O. Maim

753-3361

Thursday,Oct. 18
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose 'will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
"Bus Stop" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. on
third floor, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Jill Caddas at 7 p.m.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Center.
Friday,
- Oct. 19
Round and square
dancing with music by

Friday,Oct. 19
Sharecropper will be
from.,7:430 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Chili supper by Murray High Band and
Athletic Booster Clubs
will be from 5 to 7 p.m.
at the Murray Middle
School. Tickets are $2.50
each.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Night Visual at
7:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
Events at Murray

rtpertzerrs
i

11,)VERSTIR
OPEN FRIDAYS

UNTIL 8:30

CORDUROY

LI

Friday,Oct. 19
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Craig Hargrove from 8
p.m. to midnight.
————
Murray State
Homecoming events
will include tennis and
golf tournaments at 8
a.m.; biology alumni
get-together at 2 p.m.;
home economics alumni
and spouses,
agriculture alumni,
both at 6 p.m.; college of
business and public affairs alumni at 6:30
p.m.; nursing alumni at
7 p.m.; "Golden
Memories IV" dance at
8:30 p.m.
————
"Bus Stop" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
————
The Single Connection
will -meet at 6 p.m. at
North Branch of
Peoples Bank to go to
J.D.'s ranch near Lynn
Grove for old fashioned
wiener roast and
hayride.
Saturday, Oct. 20
Homecoming dance
will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at the Murray
.Country Club for
members and their
guests.
————
One-day retreat will
be at 10 a.m. at Christian Fellowship Church,
Briensburg.
————
Murray -Calloway
County Jaycee Women
will sell cotton candy
during the MSU
Homecoming Parade.
————
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma

BLAZERS

The classic corduroy blazer is a gin s best inend.
Comfort & versatility to keep you in fashion 'til Spring
Regular 30.00 Values

In the early days of baseball, between 1840 and
1850. a fielder put a runner out by hitting him
with the ball.

2399
ZENA • FANCY PROPS® &

NEW FALL

RUMBLE SEATS® JUNIOR & MISSY
JEANS
DRESSES
Jeans to tit yOur style or ares&ng while
they _are_fitting. you..With jeans becoming
the wardrobe basic. this is a great savings
Reaular 22 00 to 32 00 Values

This special price will put you in some
of the most e
new cireizes you may
have ever owned Donot miss this special
Regular 56 00 to 70 00 Values

4666

3 OFF
/
1

7:16 ONLY

NICK NOLTE
JOBETI-I WILLIAMS

TEACHERS E
central colder 753-3314

CHERI 3
ENDS TONITE•1:15
THE RIVER SAT /RI
•I

THIEF OF HEARTS (R)

'61766mAse)Yy
PANTS

ADIDAS® & PUMA''R

SPORTING
SHOES
You know by the names that these are top
quality shoes and yOu know from the price
that you can't afford to miss this sale
Regular 20.00 tr 46 90 Values

Oh. those warm corduroy pants that feel so
good when the days get crisp and the nights
aretold Stock up now for a long winter
Regular 22 00 to 36 00 Values

2

20%OFF

5
%OFF

ENDS TONI1r•7.00. 5.00
IONCIWRITER
01114 Ill
it: I,I
Prince In

71.0,11:1110

PENN
LEA THOMPSON

/4.,elity
./Afite
• UNIVERSAL PICTURE

EJ

cheetniat stk. 713-3314

Saturday, Oct.20
Phi will sell coffee and
pastries in front of Kopperud Realty starting at
8 a.m.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at Jill's, 207
South 15th St., to watch
the homecoming
parade. Call 753-1701 for
time.
————
Benefit supper will be
served from 4 to 6:45
p.m. with gospel singing
and other activities to
be from 7 to 10 p.m. at
the Dexter Community
Center. This is sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers Club.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wag Hooking
Semonstration from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Basktmaking
Worhshop from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Fall
Color Walk at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Dance featuringNight
Shift will be from 8 p.m.
to midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.
————
Homecoming events
at Murray State University will include annual
alumni meeting at 7:30
a.m.; Welcome Home
Coffee from 8 to 9:30
a.m.; "Run for the
Racers" at 9:20 a.m.;
Parade at 9:30 a.m.;
baseball alumni game
at 10:15 a.m.;
homecoming
smorgasbord from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.;
Special Education open
house from 12:30 to 1:30
p.m.; crowning of
homecoming queen at
1:45 p.m.; football game
at 2 p.m.; Oakhurst
reception after the
game.
————
"Bus Stop" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
————
Couples bridge with
Dalton and Peggy Noel
as hosts will be at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Sunday,Oct. 21
The Rev. and Mrs.
Leon Winchester will be
honored at a reception
in celebration of their
40th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
University Branch of
Bank of Murray. The
family requests guests
not bring gifts.
————
Mr. and Mrs. Virris
Vickers, Jr., will be
honored at a reception
In celebration of their
25th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Community Room,
North Branch, Peoples
Bank.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Deer Population
'84 at 2 p.m. and Timber
Harvest for Wildlife at
3:30 p.m., both at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Wood Carving
Demonstration from 1 to
(Cont'd on page 5)
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NEW FALL COLORS

FORMFIT®

Twist-a-Beads

GIRDLES

Spring's fad has become Fall s classic
Dmplement your wardrobe with several sets
Regular 3.00 to 4 00 Values

Formfit sSkippies girdles in either
long stride or average lengths
Regular 26.00 to 27 DO Values

25%

197
•As

or

_.1

OFF

BALI 's FLOWER

BRAS
What could be better than a sale
on our best selling bra from Bali
Regular 15 50 to 17 50 Values

3
0
0
OFF

teaite

When She's Bad
She's Even Better!

HER

ICKED
WAYS

Jesie Sr James
Joanna Storm
Rated

Pinup Playmates (R)
First Feature Itemoated Fri-Sat.
THURSDAY IS S5 A CARLOAD
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BPW plans events
The Murray Business and Professional Women
will observe National BPW Week, Oct. 21 to 27.
Events will be as follows: Sunday, Oct. 21, at 7
a.m., prayer breakfast at the Boston Tea Party
with Woman of the Year to be named; Sunday,
Oct. 21,from 2to 4 p.m.,a tea at the home of Minnie Craig, 1710 Audubon Dr.; Thursday, Oct. 25,
at 6:30 p.m., dinner in Ohio Room at Curris
Center, Murray State University, with Dolly
McNutt as speaker; Saturday, Oct. 27, 9 a.m. to 3
p.m., workshop on "Anger Is Your Choice" with
Devon Weber, lecturer and author, as speaker,
in Community Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank.

Community...

Wilburn with Navy
Navy Seaman Apprentice Robert T.
Wilburn,
son of O.E. Wilburn, Jr., of 306 Oak
Dale Dr.,
Murray, has completed recruit training
at the
Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif.
During
the eight-week training cycle, trainees
studied
general military sUbjects designed to
prepare
them for further academic and on-the-job
training in one of the Navy's 85 basic
occupational
fields. Included in their studies were
seamanship, close order drill, Naval history
and first
aid. Personnel who complete this course
of instruction are eligible for three hours of
college
credit in Physical Education and
Hygiene.

Sunday, Oct. 21
3 p.m. at Empire Farm
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Gift table for Roy
Williams who lost his
household contents by
fire will be in the
vestibule of Brooks
Chapel United
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Sunday,Oct. 21
Methodist Church from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
————
Chili Golf Scramble
for Couples (man and
woman will start at 1
p.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
————
"Womanless Beauty
Review" will be
presented at 7 p.m. at
Amvets Auxiliary Post
No. 45 at Paris Landing.

Scarbrough Family
Reunion will be at Ellis
Center with potluck to
be served at 12:45 p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women
will have a prayer
breakfast at 7 a.m. at
the Boston Tea Party
and tea from 2 to 4 p.m.
at the home of Minnie
Craig, 1710 Audubon Dr.
—— ——

Murray Squar-anaders Square Dance
Club will sponsor
classes for western style
square dancing at 1:30
p.m. and round dancing
at 3 p.m. at Woodmen of
the World Hall. For information call 489-2610
or 1-247-2642.
————
Homecoming will be
at First United
Methodist Church.

Dance classes planned

IRIOPITS

The Murray •Squar-a-naders Square Dance
Club will offer classes for people interested in
learning to dance the Western style square dancing. Persons may start classes on Sunday, Oct.
21, at 1:30 p.m. or the following two Sundays,
Oct. 28 and Nov. 4, at the Woodmen of the World
Hall. Also classes will follow at 3 p.m. for anyone
interested in round dancing. Tommy McClure,
president, said "square dancing is a great activity for couples anti we would liketo extend this invitation to anyone who would like to start
classes." Janice Berkley will be the teacher for
all classes. For information call Tommy and
Jeanie McClure, 489-2610, or Ms. Berkley,
1-247-2642.

kir
-

VERS
The Final Weekend

WMU meeting Monday
100% WOOL MELTON

The WMU of the Blood River Baptist Association will have its quarterly meeting on Monday,
Oct. 22, at 10 a.m. at the Northside Baptist
Church, located on Highway 1824 (old 641) near
Almo Heights. Special guest speaker will be Mrs.
Wanda Dobbins who serves as a foreign missionary social worker in Chile. All age groups
are invited to-attend.

WINTER COATS

O

Two Sensational Styles In Stveral Beautiful Colors
"hese Coats Are Some Of The Greatest Values You'll Find
Anywhere
Regular 160 00 & 170 OC

0

•

8990 & 9990

Tennis event Tuesday
The Ladies' Tennis Award Banquet of the Murray Country Club will he held TuesdayoOct. 23,
at 6 p.m. at the club. This will be a potluck affair,
according to Sue Overbey and Leisa Faughn, cochairmen.

Singles plan hayride
The Single Connection has planned an old
fashioned wiener roast and hayride on Friday-,
Oct. 19. The group will meet at 6 p.m. at North
Branch, Peoples Bank, to carpool to J.D.'s ranch
„near Lynn Grove. This activity is for adults and
older children. Cost will be 82 to cover the cost of
food which will be provided. Directions to J.D.'s
. will be given at the Thursday night meeting for
those who will not be carpooling.

SPECIAL

WOOL BLEND SPORTS

WARM Ki1
n-2
'
TR
HABERDASHERY®
ROBES
by PERSONAL®
g f deas at luSt the right price fr.: rnak,_,
everyone happy Choose from several beautiful styles
, egular 40 00 to 45 00 Values

Pony Pull Saturday
A Pony Pull, sponsored by the Sportsman Pulling Association, will begin with weigh-in at 7
a.m. and the pull at 11 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 20,
in the West Kentucky Exposition Center on College Farm Road, Murray. Admission will be $2
per person.

Dstiriot,ve sportsweas coordinates a wrJ
md easy care wool-nylon blend
idea for •
Regular 3600 to 90 00 Values

0000„

Jenkins will speak
Rita Jenkins of Paducah, a proponent of
vaginal births after cesareans (VBAC's) will be
in Murray on Thursday, Oct. 25, at 1 p.m. in the
Annex of the Calloway Public Library. She will
discuss cesarean prevention, emotional healing
and her own VBAC. Mrs. Jenkins will be discussing the book, Silent Knight, telling causes, effects and cures for unnecessary cesareans.
Anyone who is pregnant or who has experienced
a surgical delivery or anyone who has an interest
in maternal and infant welfare is urged to attend. There is no admission charge.

SPECIAL GROUP

WARM WINTER FALL
SI ECA
WI
L LRO
NTER
SLEEPWEAR
HANDBAGS
Your Writer nignts will be snug and warm in these
delightful gowns and pajamas Another great gift -dea

Concert on Sunday
The Continental Singers and Orchestra will
perform a live concert of contemporary Christian music on Monday, Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. at the
Christian Fellowship Church,
mile east of the
Marshall County High School on Highway 68 in
Briensburg. A nursery will be available. For
more information call 1-527-8369.

Kelsea Barnhill born
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barnhill, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Kelsea LeDale,
weighing nine pounds five ounces, born on Monday. Sept. 24, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former April Gladden. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.F. Barnhill of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Gladden of Buchanan, Tenn.

Handbags logo with all your favorite outfits
cant afford to miss these sensation& .aluP,

You

Regular 25 00 to 2800 Values

Regular 800 to 70 00 Values

2
0
%0FF

Lite Jackets
IZOD
Choose from six styles in lots
of exciting colors & fabrics
Regular 34 001e 57 00 Values

25%

599

TO 5499

ENTIRE STOCK .33fi oz Parfum Spray
UMBRELLAS PAVLOVA®

OFF

Here is lust the special itenwe have saved for a rainy da v
Regular 8 00 to 12 00 Values

40°- OFF

What a sensational savings on one
o' the most fantastic fragrances
Regular 40 00 V&Je

700

Banquet on Saturday
Mayfield Chapter of Ducks Unlimited will
have its banquet on Saturday, Oct. 20, at the
URW Local 665 Union Hall, Highway 1241 (old
Highway 45 North), Mayfield. Registration will
start at 6:30 p.m.

th Anniversary
Sale

3 To /
1
/
1 2 Off

Savings

clo%

Large Groups
•Pants •Skirts •Blouses
•Walking Shorts •Shirts
•Suits •Sweaters
•Tops

"We have
just received
many new
styles of
Guess Jeans"
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SPEECH TEAM — Members of the Calloway Middle School Speech Team
are shown in top photo. Fifty students from both seventh and eighth grades
compose the team who will compete at various tournaments throughout the
year. Patricia Lassiter is coach with Elizabeth Douglas as assistant. Officers of the team,in bottom photo,lire, from left, Michelle Youngblood and
Karen Dale, eighth grade representatives, Beth Boaz, vice president, Betsy
Whitfield, president, Stacy Parks, secretary, Yancey Hale, reporter, Vicky
Herndon, treasurer, Beth Haley, seventh grade representative, Gina Harris. photographer, and Valerie Barrett, seventh grade representative.
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SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT — Hal Park,
left, and Lynn Firkins of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre presented a one act
play,"Here We Are," at the meeting of the First
District of the KFWC.
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STATE PRESIDENT — Mrs. Richard D.Otellly, center, of Lexingto
n,
president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
spoke at the
meeting of the First District of KFWC held at the Murray Woman'
s Club.
With Mrs. Reilly are Mrs. J. Donald Brock,left, Murray club,district
governor: and Mrs. Hamp Brooks, right, president of
the Murray club.

First District KFWC
hears state president
at Murray meeting

Mrs. Richard Reilly. historical item or
event
president of the Ken- about her
club or
tucky Federation of communi
ty.
Women's Clubs from
Special contests in
Lexington, was featured art, dr-ap
wing,
•
speaker at the meeting candlewick
ing
of the First District of photography,
the KFWC held Thurs- crossstitch.
needlepoint,
day, Oct. 11, al the Mur- crochet, crewel,
knitray Woman's Club ting and quilting
were
House.
conducted with many
The president items being
entered.
challenged the groula to Mrs. John Barker.
vice
continue with their civic -'17-f-'"‘"*----4con't
Woman's
WASHINGTON (AP) and communi
ty work.
L11:10
f Paducah...
— Construction industry
Mrs. William A. Hess, presented the
ribbons.
contractors lost less Jr.,
CRAFTS SHOWN — Mrs. John Barker. vice governor of First District
first vice president
of
Prior to the luncheon
Several Colors To
equipment and
KFWC, shows some of the many, items on display for the
of KFWC. as state the blessing
contests
at
the
was
given
Choose From
materials to theft and members
meeting of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women'
hip chairman, by Mrs. Louis
s Clubs.
Kerlick,
vandalism last year
challenged the women first
vice president of
than at any time since
to continue to build'their the host club.
Mrs. Billie
records were begun.
membership.
Olympic Plaza
Hall of the _host club
The Associated
753-6382
The district governor. gave the
credential
General Contractors of
Mrs. J. Donald Brock of reports with
a total of
America said contracMurray. presided with 108 persons
present.
tors had suffered losses
the invocation by Mrs.
Lunch was served in of $404.3 million in 1983.
A.C. La Follette -of the the
basement of the club
The industry organizaMurray club.
house with Mrs. C.C.
tion said the figure
Mrs. Douglas Moore Lowry of the
Murray
represented a drop of 36
of the Woman's Club of club as general
chairpercent in equipment
Paducah, state citizen- man, Member
s of the to
theft and a decline of 32
ship -chairman, led ,the departments
of the Mur
percent in theft, vanpledge to the flag. Mrs. ray club
assisted in the
dalism and sabotage of
Hamp Brooks, president entertaining.
Each one
other material comof the host club, gave present
was presented a
pared to 1982.
the welcome with the bag
of popcorn, ,comresponse by Mrs. Jack pliments of
Ellis PopHester, president of corn. Flowers
were by
Woman's Club of Shirley Florist.
ENTERTAINERS — A quartet from the Music Department of
the Murray
By CECILV
Paducah.
Door prizes were fur- Woman's Club sung at the meeting of the First District
of the Kentucky
BROWNSTONE
Special music was nished by
the club's 10 Federation of Women's Clubs. They are, from left, Mrs. Roy Weather
l,
AP Food Editor
presented by a quartet departme
Mrs. Eugene Berrill, Mrs. Charles Simons and Mrs. Hugh Noffsing
nts.
er.
Halloween Party
from the Music DepartDoughnuts and Spiced ment of the Murray
Cider
CRIB
Woman's Club. They
Spiced Cider
were Mrs. Roy WeatherCONVERTS
2 quarts apple cider
ly, Mrs. B.J. Berrill.
0 YOUTH BED CRADLE
-6 whole allspice
Mrs. Chuck Simons and
1 teaspoon whole Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
REGISTER FOR OUR
cloves
Hal Park and Lynn
4 small sticks Firkins of the MurrayCHANGER
PURE BRASS CRADLE
cinnamon Calloway County ComGIVE-A-WAY.1350 VALUE
Bring cider to a boil. munity -Theatre
Loosely tie allspice, presented a one-act
AN1 I I-IFS l IMITI-D 10-5 Mon.-Sot
cloves and cinnamon in play. "Here We Are."
Sale ED& Sunday 0Pan Sundays 1 cheesecloth bag; add to for the afternoon
cider and boil 3 minutes. entertainment.
Cool cider before
Reports from the 17
removing spicebag. clubs in the district
3420 Wayne Sullivan Dr. Poducoh, Ky. Phone 443-9739
Reheat at serving time were given.by
and serve in mugs. members. Each- 'club
Makes 6 servings.
was to relate an

,

New Shipment of

Men's 501 Jeans
& Levi's Cords

Vandalism,
theft$ down

That's It Levi's

COPENHAGEN
NURSERY
SPECIAL ,
All This For Only

:
Rgu
cl r $329

00
$249.

Spiced cider

BABY FURNITURE OUTLET

Think Ahead!
Make her Christmas
Special with a
Tappan Microwave Oven!

Because there's only one skin like yours

MERLE

noRmAn

Personalized Skin Care and Makeup
Bel Air Center

753-6926

CLUB MEMBERS — Among the members of the
Murray Woman's Club serving at the coffee hour
prior to the meeting of the First District of the Kentuck
y Federation of Women's Clubs were,from left.
Mesdames Harding Wells, Mark Blankenship, Bill Kopperu
d, Edward Sawyer, William Pasco, Jack
McLaughlin, Jack Wallis and Rick Jones.
Photos by Shirley Martin

s
Nsee—,
Ike"

(Two Weeks
Minimum)

(Stereos,
VCRS Excluded)

FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

APPLIANCES OR TV'S!
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

,Jazz up any Homecoming outfit
with twist-a-beads (fall colors),
brass or wooden accessories

RENT TO OWN PUN
RENT BY PHONE
NO CREDITORS CHECKED
DELIVERY & SERVICE INCLUDED

STELAE &
ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

Fri. and Sat. Only
To celebrate the completion of
our new jewelry room.

NO LONG TENN OGLIGM1ON
WE STOCK
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR

753-5341

All Jewelry

10% Off

Name Brands!
RCA, Fisher, Gibson,
Sansui, GE, Marantz,
Whirlpool, Colortyme

Full Size
Model 56-4274
Tap 'N Touch
Special Features:
Tap 'N Touch' panel
controls. Defrost with
automatic hold, 3Y3 hr.
Automatic
timer
capability,
lighted
digital readout.

$500

Rent-To-Own
no Creditors Checked

Ask us about our special dealer prices!

GUIDATORS

Caw 7C2----4487
204 South 4th—Murray
(Closed Wednesday)

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

444-6666
711 Jefferson—Paducah

(DOWNTOWN COURT SQ. — OLD JEFFERY'S BLDG.)
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Webb-West vows solemnized
Miss Latrica Gall
Webb, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E.
Webb of Huntingdon,
Tenn., and Steven
Luther West, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Heron West of
Murray, were married
in a summer ceremony
at the New Crossroads
Missionary Baptist
Church in Huntingdon.
The Rev. Clarence
Carter officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Music was by Brian
Ford, pianist, and Danny Rowland, soloist and
ritarist. Miss Angie
Roark, cousin of the,
gave a special wedding
prayer.
The altar was lighted
by over 100 white tapers
designed in triple arches flanked by spirals
and cluster candelabra
featuring a variety of
greenery.

Your Individual Horoscope

Fraaces Drake

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 19,1984

What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARMS
(Mar.21to Apr. 19)
Worry about a business concern
may inhibit your party mood. It's not
until the late evening that you're able
to unwind.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20to May 20)
Some domestic disruptions are likely now but harmony is restored by
day's end. Evening brings important
job developments.
GEMINI
/Elt
(May21toJune20)
-Follow through on financial promises. Job pressures test your mettle,
but the evening favors romance and
leisure activities.
CANCER
4E
)
(June 21to July 22)
No need to argue to get your point
across. Others will support you, but
first you have to make up your own
mind.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
The family will benefit through a
special leisure activity. There is some

The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father. She wore a
formal candlelight gown
of silk organza featuring
a high Victorian
neckline_ with lace wedding' ring collar. The
sheer cameo yoke was
studded with pearls and
accented by a double
shoulder ruffle fashioned of chantilly lace.
The full bishop
sleeves featured wide
cuffs and hand ruffles.
The full skirt of' sunburst pleats had a wide
band of lace atop a lace.
ruffle at the hem. She
had a chapel train. Her
double veil of silk illusion was pencil hemmed
and studded with pearls
and was -attached to a
garland of silk bridal
flowers.
The bride wore a diamond cluster pendant, a
gift of her parents, and
pearl earrings, a gift of
the groom. She carried
a bouquet of wine silk
roses, accented with
heather blue and wine
streamers and her
great-grandmother's
wedding band.
The giving of the bride
in marriage by her
Mother and Father was
symbolfzed by her
father placing her
mother's wedding band
on the bride's left hand.
Ms. Teresa Champion
was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Kerrin Parris,
Mrs. Becky Wood, sister
of the groom, Mrs. Debbie Woodring and Mrs.
Laurie Roark, cousins
of the bride.
The attendants wore
heather - blue gowns of
lusterglo knit featuring
high lace collars and
ribbon trimmed bodices
of candlelight lace. The
skirts of sunburst pleats
were formal length.
They carried
candlelight lace fans
adorned with wine roses
and heather blue
accents.
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Luncheon
of Alphas
opens year
Mr, and Mrs. Steven Luther West
The bride's table..was
tired in black tails with
striped trousers. He covered with ivory
wore. a wine rose overlaid with ivory lace
boutonniere with pleated and gathered at
the corners with wine
heather blue accents.
Mark West and Jason and heather blue ribWest, sons orthe groom, bons. The centerpiece
were best men. was of wine roses and
Groomsmen were' bale tapers in a silver
Russell Welch, _Steve bowl. The three-tiered
Sexton, Ron Christopher wedding cake was topand Jim Webb, nephew ped with an arrangement of silk wedding
of the bride.
Randy Webb and Dr. bells and doves.
The groom's cake was
Billy Webb, brothers of
the bride, were ushers. a chocolate sheath cake
They wore black tux- decorated with scales of
edoes with striped justice in'blue and wine.
trousers and grey vests Punch, nuts and mints
with wine rose were served from silver
appointments.
boutonnieres.
Serving were Mrs.
Miss Lauren Webb,
niece of the bride, was Brenda Lankford, Ms.
flower girl. She wore a Laura Lankford, Ms.
ruffled dress of Betsy Webb and Mrs.
twinklecloth in rainbow Tresa Smothers. Rice
hues and carried a bags and thank you
candlelight lace basket scrolls were distributed
by Miss Julie Roark and
of wine rose petals.
The bride's mother Miss Kelly Anne Roark.
After a wedding trip
wore a georgette dress
of apricot. The mother to Bermuda, the new
of the groom wore a Mr. and Mrs. West are
lavender dress. Their residing at 518 South
corsages were of white Sixth St., Murray.
gardenias.
Rehearsal dinner
The fathers of the
The groom's parents.
couples wore black tux- Mr. and Mrs. Heron
edoes and wine rose West of Murray, were
boutonnieres.
hosts for the rehearsal
Ms. Marilyn dinner at Dean's
Chandler, cousin of the Restaurant
bride, kept the guest
Huntingdon.
register.

Bridal events

sheen at Dean's
Restaurant given by
Mrs. Olivia -Roark and
Mrs. Virginia Roark,
aunts of the bride.
A coffee hosted by
Mrs. Debbie Wattier
Rachel Watand- Miss
tier at their home in
Murray.
A luncheon by Mrs.
Haron West and Mrs.
Becky Wood at the West
home in Murray_
A shower given by
Mrs. Brenda Lankford,
Mrs. Mine Carter, Mrs.
Joann Nelson. Mrs.
Diane Lankford, Mrs.
Pearl Neely, Mrs.
Frances Brewer and
Mrs. Louise Baker in
Huntingdon.
A tea in Huntingdon
hosted by Mrs. Patti
Hill, Ms. Betsy Webb,
Mrs. Mae Keeton. Mrs.
Joyce Walker and Mrs.
Martha Wilks.
A cookout at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Winfield
Rose of Murray with
potluck dinner provided
by and enjoyed by colleagues of the bridal
couple, members of the
Department of Political
Science and Legal
Studies of Murray State
University.

The Music Depart4-ment of the Murray
Woman's Club opened
Its new club year on
Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the
club house.
Two staff members
from WKMS-FM (91-3),

Murray's Public Radio
Station, presented the
program.
Margaret Hunt, music
director and host of
Allegro, discussed the
three major headaches
of a classical music
show host: scratches,
timing and
pronunciation.
She also described a
number of methods for
achieving unity and
variety in musical programming. Not all are
foolproof, she said. She
read a note she had written to herself after a
bird-theme pregram
which was "Too ,many
cuckoos!"
Ann Palormo, director of'promotions and
development and host of
the Speak Easy programs, described the
methods offunding ivied
by public radio stations.
srreYfiwardecUrriZ:;,WKMS mugs for correct

answers to her quiz
about local
programming.
She reported that Oct.
29 to Nov. 4 will be fall
fund-raiser week and

asked that listeners let
her know if they are
willing to answer
phones and take pledges
during that week.
Hostesses for the
social hour were Bar-

bara Simons, Doris
Rose, Barbara Jewell,
Dorothy Norris, Jean
Bennett, Anisa
Mahfoud, Betty
Brockway and Neva
Grey Allbritten.

9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sun.

A
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When the volcano Krakatoa erupted in the Dutch
East Indies in 1883, the
sound was heard in Bangkok, 3,000 miles away.

$ 1 99
Good Oct. 19-25

YOU BORN TODAY are both
idealistic and practical. A born
humanitarian, you often work for
public benefit. You're an original
thinker whose ideas are often ahead of
their time. Law, medicine, religion
and literature are some of the fields
that may have a special appeal for
you. You have a head for political
matters and would do well in government service. Your business judgment is also excellent. Birthday of:
John Le Carre, novelist; Lewis Mumford, social philosopher; and Peter
Max,artist.
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VISA •

,
I Mealo•Cara
1

_
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S!MFjE'T-g-D1--Ii,Sf_G-'
_ __
_
_
MAiGY
GLENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4 1 75

_

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Lower Everyday Prescription Prices

.Ascriptin Aspir-Mox
Aspirin, Alumina and
Magnesia Tablets
For Arthritis
$ 1099
500 Tablets

Aspirin Alumina & Magnesia
Tablets For Arthritis

$899
500 Tablets

Afrin
Nasal Spray
12 Hour Relief
2 Fl. Oz.
1
/

249

$

Acutrim

$389

Depend
Undergarments
49
Extra Absorbency $4
Box of 10

Polident
39

2

enitaub
D6
9
reletCsleanser$

20 Tablets

Valu-Rite

Kodak Film
Kodacolor or

135-24

299

$

400 ASA
fifis&v

VITH SAFE-T

Cosmetic
300 Puffs

puffs

2 i°°

$
For
'43::SAVE VIM' SAFE-T 7:

WE HAVE THE
/Place Ain't Fancy
But Sho Is Good Food!

Ti's Bar-B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Watkins
Distributor

9-fillbilly Barn
Flippens Still Has All Your Autumn And
Halloween Needs...

•Decorative Gourds 39° Lb.
•Jack-O-Lantern Pumpkins $3.00
Corn $1.25 Bunch of 3
•Indian
*Winter Squashes 20°-25° Lb.
APPLES...
FRESH
•
We Now Have
Golden Del'
3 lb. 99°
Virginia
Fashioned
Old
Red Del.
5 Lb. Bag $1.50
Wine Sap Apples
We Have
3 Lb. Bag 99°, 45° Lb.
' _Bushels & Bushels

Parke)' Popcor., v...-tr.-10 Lb. Can *Fresh Appriv Zider $2.50-Gal.%
''Jams & Jellies •Black Jewell Popcorn $1.75 2 Lb. Bag •Frult Juices
eep n ye ut For Apple Day Oct. 27, 1984
if *Fun For Everyone *Free Food & Prizes
Flippons

SCORPIO
_
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Don't let suspicions cloud your judgment. It's too soon to reveal your hand
in business. Thoughtfulness counts
with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22to Dec.21)
You may be making too much out of
a minor concern_ Think twice before
spending money on a legal matter.
Welcome new friendships tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19)
A colleague's one-upmanship
displeases you. Your attitude fluc-

16 Hour Precision Release
Appetite Suppressant

SPECIAL—Large Bar-B-Q &
French Fries

Other bridal events
Reception
in honor of the
given
A reception followed
includthe ceremony - at the bride and groom
ed the following:
of
home
the
bride's
The groom
A bridesmaids lunThe groom was at- parents.

Hunt Palormo speak at meeting

The Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held its
first luncheon meeting
of the new chap year on
Saturday, Sept. 22, at
nooneat the club house.
Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie presented the program. She discussed
"The Joys of Life of
Service."
The devotion was give
by Mrs. Marjorie
Major.
Mrs. J.I. Hosick,
department chairman,
presided. She read the
duties of each member
and asked the question,
"Are We Active or Just
Belonging?-".
Hostesses were Mrs.
Hosick, Mrs. Doris
Nance, Mrs. June
Smith, Miss Frances
Whitnell and Mrs. Roxie
Jones.

job friction, but your powers of per- tuates about an investment, but right
decisions come after dark.
suasion are keen.
AQUARIUS
VIRGO
20 to Feb. 18)
(Jan.
(Aug.23t0 Sept.22)
A friend's advice is helpful about a
Some travel delays or complicacareer matter. You'll strengthen an
tions are likely. You're tempted to inA travel invitation
discretion in romance. Financial existing tie tonight.
arrives.
developments are promising.
PISCES
maw
LIBRA
mew
(
ZOZS Feb. 19to Mar.20)
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
You needn't act against your conIt may take a while to get a finanscience in a work-related matter.
cial deal off the ground. It's better to
that will prove
visit others than to entertain at home There is another way
to be successful.'
tonight.

Barn—Quickly Becoming A Household Word!

TOYS & GAMES!

LAY•ANWAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS
NOM
lub7
KINGDOM
4120 Clarks River Road
Paducah, Ky./Also Marion, III.
4
.
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'Bus Stop'features diverse cast
One of the most in- "Grace doesn't mince Rainbow, the summer
teresting aspects about words, tells it like it is, season smash and his
doing
community and has a heart as big as role as one of Noah's
theatre is watching for all outdoors. So does sons in the successful
new sources of talent and Helen.
summer closer will be
energy to develop as the
Roderick Reed, who recalled by theatre
theatre
grows. works with the Headstart regulars. Ross got his
Playhouse in the Park's Program in Murray, start young though when
current production of plays Virgil Blessing the he played Peter Pan in
Bus Stop is an interesting old cowhand, partner one of Community
example of this new and
stand-in-father Theatre's
early
talent and energy that is figure for Bo Decker productions.
pouring into the theatre (Ross Bolen).
His father, Lee Bolen,
on a daily basis.
Reed has been on stage has performed musical"Using amatuer talent several times, but this is ly in years past and also
can often be a double his first major role at the lends that special talent
edged sword for a pro- community theatre. As a to the show by playing
ducer/director," states black man playing a and singing music from
director Hal Park.
traditionally white role, the 50's during the inter"It can lead to awkard his interpretation adds a missions. He has never
and uncontrolled perfor- facet to the character been on stage as an actor
mances, but more often that is seldom seen and a though.
it leads to a fresh and special poignancy to
"I finally realized that
honest interpretation. of Virgil's exit in the last playing a part is a lot like
an old role. The role of scene of the play.
playing music. If you're
the director in these
"Think Of the last time late for an entrance, It's
cases becomes to keep you saw a black cowboy like missing the down
the actors honest about in the movies, yet history beat of a song. It throws
what their' saying and tells us that many of the whole rhythm of the
why they're saying it. cowboys were black," scene off. If you're late
Then you can release recalls Park.
with a line or don't say it
them to add their own
Doing theatre at the like it's written; that's
special understanding to playhouse is often a the same as flubbing the
the part."
family affair as well. The verse of a song. You
There is a lot of new parts of Bo Decker, the don't get the same idea
talent on stage in this hard to handle young across to the ,audience.
weekends final perfor- cowboy lead; and the "Once I learned" that, I
mances of Bus Stop. part of Will Master the cobld do the part," says
Helen Foley, for exam- sheriff who comes head Bolen.
ple, is playing her first to head with Bo in the
Park added, "When
ever major role as play are played by the Lee read for the part of
Grace, the owner of the father and son combo of Will, all I could say
to
Bus stop and diner.
Lee and Ross Bolen.
myself was,'Now that is
"Helen is one of the • Ross Bolen has per- what a small town, midmost honest and open formed a lot with the western sheriff
is suppeople I know; so is theatre in the last year. posed to sound
like."
Grace." adds Park. His lead in Finian's
Beth and Brad Stewart

We Have A Wide Selection
Of All New Shoes
•Naturalixers
•Mens Dingo Boots
t Ladies Suede
•Broco Work Boots
Boots
•Childrens Shoes

Only

RAMSEY SHOES

Across from Dixieland Center
3120
10:00-5:300 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

from Sedalia add their
family talents to the
show as well. Brad plays
music with Lee Bolen for
the show and Beth plays
the part of Elms,
Duckworth, the young
waitress at Grace's
Diner. Both discovered
the community theatre
this summer when
brother-in-law
Dan
Hargrave took part in Finian's Rainbow.
Beth's performance
has
been
called
delightful by reviewer,
Ruth Perkins, and she
has been a favorite of
Bus Stop audiences so
far.
Brad is considered to
be one of the best young
country music artists in
the area.
Rounding out the cast
of new comers is Garry
Fourmari who plays the
part of Carl the bus
driver. Fourman teaches
German at Murray State
Lee Bolen portrays a small-town sheriff in the Community Theatre'
University and admits to
s production of "Bus Stop."
having a one line part in
Hamlet in a production
somewhere in Europe,
once.
Veteran performers
Bill Phillips and Kim
Oles compliment the cast
with their usual fine
The Homecoming news articles and other
of the original building Sunday and 11
performances.
a.m. and
celebration at the First memorabilia will be on
committee appointed by 7 p.m., Monday
Bus Stop plays Thurs- United Methodist
through
display in the Buron the
Rev. George Bell Wednesday.
day through Saturday Church will be Sunday
(Boots) Jeffrey Con- will be
Present. They
this weekend. All perfor- Oct. 21. More than 60
ference Room of the are
H.T. Waldrop and
mances are at8 p.m. and memliers will be
church.
A.W. Simmons, Sr.
reservations /nay be honored as Golen
Dr. Keith Heim is
Other members of the
made by calling 759-1752. Members on that
day.
chairman of the BiDr. Walter E. Centennial celebration committee were Mrs.
•.,.•.•.1.•.:.•.•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.:.
Mischke, Sr., will speak this year. Dr. Walter E. Faith ,,Doran, Mrs.
at the 1 0:30 a.m. Mischke, Jr., church Gladys Scott and Nat
Bring Us Your Favorite Old Photo — We
The Coldwater United
Ryan Hughes, all
service.
pastor, will be the
Methodist Church will
Are Now Doing Restorations For Christmas
The program of song master of ceremonies. deceased. Movies of the
have revival
.
services
Bring This Ad In For 1
and 'reminiscing after All local families are move from the old
church to the new sanc- starting Sunday, Oct. 21,
dinner
on
Sunday
will asked to contact their
Discount On AU Orders
and continuing through
Through November.
culminate on the front relatives and urge them tuary will be available.
Tuesday. Oct. 23.
Sign Up For A Drawing For Nov. 30
lawn with the planting to be in Murray for the
Dr. Mischke, Sr., also
The Rev. Don
will speak at the Fall
of a Blue Spruce tree day.
Several
In The Old
Faulkner, pastor of the
gi
tify
and marker in recognitr,
Prizes
Special music will be Preaching Mission Ser- Lynn Grove and
Nesbitts Bldg
Goshen
tion of the Methodist Bi- presented at the morn- vices to continue
492- c.21/
Churches, will be the
Hazel, Ky.
Centennial Year.
8198
ing worship service by through Wednesday.
641 S.
speaker for the services
Letters from former the Chancel Choir,
The mission theme at 7 p.m. each evening.
members have been directed by Paul Shahan
will be "The Presence
Special music will be
received in the church with Bea Farrell as And
The Power of God" featured at each seroffice and thr along organist.
with services to be at vice, according to a
with pictuivs, bulletins,
Two surving membes 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. on church spokesm
an.

UMC Homecoming set for Sunday

Revival set
at Coldwater
Methodist

50/I
/D

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.

BUY 2
AND SAVE

Coasttoeoast®

New Contemporary
Misses Department

TOTAL HARDWARE

Aflai SWIM.
DOOR
BUSTERS
STANLEY
25 F4,t

Sale
899

Saki
6
99

•YPINET1C21

4a 5

Smoke Alarm
Approved by all state fire marshalls and
U L217. ULC listed. 9V battery.(455-0489)

1"x25' Steel Tape
Powerlock tape extends 7 feet without bending!(302-1227)

)1 No4E00
TAPE
DUCT
004
2"x10-Yds.
7sola
—
4)99
2''x60-Yds.
Sale

We Carry A Full Line Of
Kerosene Heaters To Meet Your
Needs.
We Sell Kerosene!

Duct Sealing Tape
Layaway Now For Christmas!

Striped Oxford Shirts

2 FOR 16.00
or 8.99 Each Reg. To 14.99
Shetland-type Sweaters

2 FOR 20.00

or 1 a -99--Each Reg.7:
Corduroy Pants

2 FOR 25.00

or 14.99 Each

Reg. to 24.99

Take An Additional
20% Off
Our Already
Reduced Misses
Department

/11addin‘
Aladdin Tropic
Kerosene Heater

Provides clean, smokeless, odor-free heat for aJ4"x20" area.
Compact size; convenient match -free automatic ignition. U.L.
listed. (417-7143)

4..r.

Alfred Dunner
Trissi
Kenneth Too.
Sidney Gould
Jo Matthews

Josephine
Gailord
Norton McNaughton
Levi's Bend Over
Essentials
*Selections may vary.

4494SPal•

Sharp Home VCR
With Remote Control
High quality video cassette recorder lets you tape up to 8
hours of your favorite TV programs on one 1-160 cassette.
High speed yid& search operates at 5 times normal speed.
Microcomputer-controlled power assist drive for smoothest
cassette operation. 7-day, 1 event programmable timer.
4-digit tape counter. (208-1008)

uroastto

,4401110 411111%

'101

liARDWARE

TT

Central Shopping Center
7534604

Store Hours:
Mon.-Set. II:30-9:00
Sun. Noon-6:00

We're Coastto Coast and we can

•
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FINAL THREE DAYS
Friday-Saturday-Monday

$10,000 IN GOLD

•

Plus a 2-Week Vacation for Two
anywhere in the world-every year
for 5 years! Many other big prizes!

HUGE REDUCTIONS

Get special factory-authorized
savings plus our own markdowns!
cs)

100% Wool 4x6 Size

'4 SECOND ANNUAL
NATIONAL

FURNITURE
SALE
& SWEEPSTAKES
-9

Oriental Rugs
Lane Cedar Chest
Solid Brass Headboard
Heater Vibrator Recliner
Complete Waterbed
King, Queen, or Super Single
Including Frame, Deck, Pedestal,
Mattress, Liner and Heater

$98
$148"
78
$14800

Twin Size

$15800

Wood Dining Room Table,
4 Chairs and China Cabinet

$79800

All 6 Pieces

Drop Leaf Table and
2 Wood Chairs

OCTOBER 12-22,1984

Maple or Pine

$148"

TM
n.
Fu,T-NIS
HINGS ASSOCt

Famous
brands
•Broyhill
•Sealy
*Bassett
•Stratalounger
•Trend West
•Burlington
*Singer
Complete list of prizes
and contest rules posted
in our store. No purchase
is required to enter.

Bassett Mirrors

Floor Lamp

Decorative Brass Plated

$38" Limited Quantities

Complete Latin Canopy

Waterbed
Glass Doors & Mirrored Tops798"c..pw.
Closeout Spetia(On Selected La-Z-Boy,
Catnapper, Stratolounger & Berkline

Recliners
Up To 40% Off List
Full Size Mattress or
Box Springs $68
Per Piece

$2800

Wood Bar Stools

Closeout On All Wood, Swivel
Stools. 24" or 30"

$5800

Bassett Sofa Sleeper
With Innerspring Matt.
$448"
Twin Size Mattress or
Box Springs
$481V.,....

EVERYTHING AT ABU:MUTELY LOWEST PRICES!

OUNN FURNITURE

'F'ELD::::4a7
: ADWAY WAREHOUSE

MURRAY U.S. 641 N.753-3037

•
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Tr -Sigma men's calendar: a new way to raise funds
Greg Hardin, a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University,
thoroughly enjoyed himself,
while Chuck Cummings, an independent, admitted to a little
embarrassment.
Hardin and Cummings were

among models for a calehdar
which was produced and sold by
the sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority. The proceeds
help support the sorority's
philanthropic and community
service projects.
Jackie Taylor of Metropolis,

wer

Ill, the calendar chairman, said
the project is a bit unusual compared to the sorority's other projects such as playing cards with
elderly residents at Murray's
Fern Terrace Nursing Home,
and bake sales to raise funds.
"The calendar is a good way

to get recognition across the
campus...get men from the
various organizations involved
with the sorority's programs
and at the same time earn
money for our community service and philanthropic projects," said Miss Taylor.

adoIhaelt
Dictation/Transcribing System

Save $80

AM/FM Stereo Cassette/Receiver
With Dolby NR Slashed 42%
SCR-3000 by Realistic

Two fraternities at Murray
State have also produced and
sold calendars featuring campus women. The brothers of -Pt
Kappa Alpha traditionally put a
calendar out every spring. The
brothers of Sigma Pi produced a
calendar last year but do not
have plans to produce one this
year.
Hardin, a junior from Jeffersonville, Ind., is pictured on the
Sigma Sigma Sigma calendar
cover. "It was something I really enjoyed doing. I've done some
modeling before, so this was
fun!" said Hardin.
Cummings, a sophomore from
Bartlett, Thrill., is campus manof-the-month for August.
The calendar's theme follows
campus seasonal events such as
Homecoming, the "Mr. MSU"
contest and December's "Hanging of the Green." Backgrounds
and clothing were selected by
Miss Taylor.
A selection committee made
up of members of the sorority
drew up a ballot for membersat-large to select 20 men out of 56
nominees. After the ballots were
tallied, the selection committee
chose 13 men — 12 months and

one man for the cover.
E'beth Farris of Benton noted
that the men represent campus
fraternities, other organizations
and athletes. She thinks most of
the men "were kind of honored"
to be chosen.
The sorority's philanthropic
project is the Robbie Page
Memorial Fund. The fund was
originally established to help
find a cure for polio and has
since served hospitals nationally
with funding for children's play
therapy.
•
Other models for the calendar
and organizations they represent are:
Randy Miller of Marion, Ill.,
Pi Kappa Alpha; Ben Waide of
Madisonville, Mr. MSU: basketball standout Lamont Sleets of
Eminence; Jim Pullens of
Sturgis, an independent; John
Litchfield of Kuttawa. Student
Government Association; Jens
Berghaman of Murray, member
of the men's tennis team; Lee
Alford of Naples, Fla., football;
Chris Hill of Brentwood Term.,
Lambda Chi Alpha; Lee Hudson
of Rosedale, Ind., baseball; and
Paul Finley of Owensboro,
Alpha Tau Omega.

199
95
Reg. 279.95

Delphin-Romain piano duo
delightful despite repertoire

USE YOUR
CITILINE

controls for start/lock, rewind and electronic
cueing. Footswitch control of play, rewind and stop. Two
speeds for taping up to three hours on one microcassette.
Includes,tvojst's heacic-itl 4.14-500
Mike has built-in

20 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, viith no more than 0.1% THD

USE YOUR
CITILINE

Cut
$50

24995
Full-function remote with programmable security code lets
you review messages from any phone. Voice-actuated operation saves tape space. Digital display of time, date and message number. Dual-cassette dperation. #43-318
Remote batteries extra FCC registered. Not for coin or party
lines

• Dolby* B Noise Reduction Cuts Tape
Hiss and Extends Dynamic Range
•Exclusive Auto-Magi& FM Fine-Tuning
•Digital Fluorescent Display
Get big savings on this space-efficient feature-packed system. Cassette boasts soft-touch controls, metal/Cr0,/norma
lbias tape selectors, separate record-level controls and dual
5-segment LED record/playback level meters. Receiver has
boost-and-cut bass and treble controls, phono and aux inputs, loudness control. #31-1996
Thri Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

YOU'LL FIND MORE SAVINGS ON THESE OTHER EXCITING BARGAINS
Stereo Cassette Deck
SCT-41 by Realistic

Save on Our TRS-80® Model 4 Desktop Computer

$40059900
USE YOUR
RAO.AM.

Reg. 149.95
Dolby system cuts hiss, extends dynamic
range. Auto-search finds selections fast.
Soft-touch controls, metal/CrOinormalbias selector. switchable MPX filter.
#14-627

Popular Cordless Phone
ET-320 by Radio Shack

By Radio Shack

•12" High-Resolution Monitor
•Typewriter-Style Keyboard
Get 40% off this ideal first corn'outer! Set up budgets, manage investments, do electronic filing and
word processing, play games. Program it in BASIC or use ready-torun software. Expandable.
#26-1067 Cassette recorder extra
16K Cassette-Based System

AM/FM Stereo Cassette
By Realistic

AM/FM Cassette Player
Minisette'-12
by Realistic

38%
Off
4995

69
95
Reg. 99.95
100-foot range!
Touch-redial of
last number
called, mute
button. Pulse
dial. #43-268
FCC registered Not
for coin or party lines

Cut $80 119
95
Reg. 199.95
Powerful 30-watt player fits in dash of
most cars. Auto-reverse and auto-eject.
Five station presets. #12-1902

Pocket-Sized Multitester

3-Way Car Speakers

Portable entertainer records "live" or
off the 'air with auto-level. Variable
monitor lets you listen as you record.
Sleep switch. *1
„ .d-lnl
. — Batteries extra

Phono Styli Cut 50%

By Realistic

Measures AC/DC
volts in six ranges,
DC milliamps and
resistance. Colorcoded and
mirrored-scale?
With test leads.
#22-212 Battery extra

By Realistic/Shure

Half 99
Price 1 Each
Shadowgraphed
for uniform
quality—compare
with others at
much higher
prices. Bring in
your old stylus and
we'll find the right
replacement.

Pair
Reg. 69.95

51/4" woofer, 21/2" midrange, 2" tweeter.
80 watts total power capacity. Flush
mount, fit std. 6 x 9" cut-outs. #12-1854

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade./haftStore or Dealer Nearest You
Crt.ime ,s a mawe mark of Cdrcorp
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPOPATtnrf

Reg. 3.99 Each

399

••••
VrS.4
.

to

PRICES APPLY AT PAPTICIPAtiNG STORES AND
DEALERS
CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)
r;ArrAkrakfAmokrafrardr.—.t

On Mondaiv avening, Oct. 15 at
8 p.m. the duo-piano team of
Delphin and Romain gave the
season's opening concert for the
Murray Civic Music Association. The duo-pianists were a
truly excellent team, as their
ensemble work and rapport
were of the highest professional
level.
This reviewer's major complaint about the program concerned the choice of repertoire.
Although the pianists exhibited
marvelous performing skills,
the program itself was rather
unusual. All the pieces on the
program were peripheral to the
basic repertoire for duo-pianits.
The closest work on the program
to basic repertoire might have
been the Saint-Saens
"Beethoven Variations";
however, even this work is hardly in a league with the Mozart
"D Major Sonata." How strange
that not one of the selections on
the program was a major, meaty composition for two pianos.
The first selection was "Hornmage a Haendel" by the obscure
composer Ignaz Moscheies. The
"Hommage" proved to be a
delightful, if not inconspicuous
piece of music. The work contained two sections: a pompous
part characterized by dotted
rhythms, and a fast section of a
more light-hearted nature. The
pianists handled both sections
beautifully, with much attention
to proper balance, voicing and
nuance of phrases.
The Saint-Saens "Variation on
a Theme by Beethoven" was the
second piece on the program.
Delphin and Romain provided
much polish and poise to this
work. The fugal section toward
the end of the variations was
particularly effective.
Perhaps the next piece,

a

World civilization courses in
Kentucky's public schools help
students to put historical facts into perspective, according to Dr.
Harold G. Marcus, the key
speaker for a conference of
history and social studies
teachers at Murray State
University.
Marcus, professor of history
and African studies at Michigan
State University, spoke to a
group of 53 Kentucky public
school teachers at the Kentucky
Association of Teachers of
History(KATH)Conference Oct.
12 and 13.
"The important goal of world
civilization programs should be
to help students learn to comprehend what they are taught,
not just to memorize information." Marcus said.
Marcus,considered to be an expert in global Studies, served as
a consultant for implementation
of world civilczation programs in
Kentucky public schools.
The conference theme was
':
- Kentucky Reaches Out,to the

The Playhouse In The Park Presents "BUS STOP"
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Oct. 18, 19 & 20 At 8 P.M.

"Concerto for Two Pianos: by
David Mayes, was the most
disappointing compositionally
on the program. The threemovemept piece was a highly,
eclectic' work, reminding this
reviewer of a combination 'of
works by Ives, Stravinsky, Bartok and _Poulenc. The piece had
much gloss and effect with all its
glissandi and percussive
elements; however, the work
seemed very loosely constructed
and generally rambling.
Following an intermission, the
duo-piano team returned to perform a selection for two pianists
at one piano. The piece, "Variations on a Theme of Robert
Schumann" by Brahms, was a
very dark and somber work.
Both pianists were able to capture beautifully all the richness
and depth of expression of
Brahms' style.
The closing works on the program represented pieces by
black composers. The Kerr
"Concert Scherzo" and the
Delphin and Romain arrangement of Dett's "In the Bottoms"
were highly effective, much
lighter pieces of music.
Although so much of the Dett
"In the Bottoms" ws overly sentimental and trite, especially the
barcarolle second movement,
the two pianists handled the
work with perfect elegance and
verve.
This reviewer thoroughly enjoyed the Delphin and Romain
duo-piano recital. These artists
should have a very successful
concert career ahead of them,
as their playing exhibits the
very best in ensemble efforts
and the very best in piano performance in general. Perhaps
when they return to Murray in
future years, they will include
one of the major works written
for two pianos, such as the
Mozart "D Major Sonata" or
3ne of the Rachmaninoff suites.

Consultant speaks on role
of world civilization course

Reg. 79.95

43%
Off

By Stephen Brown
Assistant Professor of Music
Murray State University

For Reservations, Call 759-1752

World." Murray State's Department of History and the West
Kentucky Association of History
and Social Studies Teachers were
hosts.
KATH includes history and
social studies teachers at all
education levels in Kentucky and
provides a forum for teachers to
exchange ideas about teaching
and recent trends in historical
studies.

Hog market
report listed
Federal Beate Market News Service October IL
1244
Reatocky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Le
d.11 Boybig Station
Recap's: Act, 1112 Ea.4611 Barrows GUIs .15-.31/
lower tom seder 640 lbs. steady to 1.011 lower over
544 lbs. steady
US 11 1110.M0 lbs.
643.25-43.50
seine 44.40
VS 2 111141-214 lbs.
$42.16-43.15
USI 1110-M0 lbs.
642.15-43.16
1J9 2.1 160-170 lbs.
641.74-42.75
Sows
Us 11 1711-284 lbs.
•
US 11 104-440 lbs.
U8 1.1 460.6011 lbs.
138 1.11064114 lbs.
U83-1 1/011111 Me.
Boars 1511.00-22.410
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Discover just how rich a light cigarette can be.
Regular and Menthol.
4
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•

10 mg "tar': 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, Ft Report Mar:844

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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synday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
The Holy Spirit's
presence in the life of a
Christian will cause him
to have a greater desire
to live a godly life, to exhibit behavior that is
more exemplary, and to
understand that he will
be required to render an
account for his
thoughts, motives,
words and deeds.
1 Corinthians
6:12-18
Corinth was notorious
for the atrocious moral
conditions which
prevailed among her
citizens.
Paul wrote this letter
to the church in Corinth
to inform the members
i_n_ t
1_11
conceivable that those
who knew Christ as
Saviour and Lord would
lapse into indulgence in
their former immoral
practices.
Christ had made them
free, but they were not
at liberty to indulge in
sin. He stressed the fact

that there was a distinction between liberty and
license.
Paul wrote: "All
things are lawful unto
me, but all things are
not expedient."
By "expedient" he
meant profitable or
helpful to himself or
others. Nothing is expedient that will bring
Christianity into
disrepute, degrade a
church or dishonor
Christ. The very idea
that a member of the.
body of Christ should indulge in unchastity is
abhorrent.
This terrible sin
against self, others and
God has destroyed the
influence of many professing Christians, and
brought grief to
multitudes of people, as
well as the heart of our
Lord.
1 orinthians
6:19-20
Since the body of the
Christian belongs to

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1984
Christ, He rightfully expects it to be devoted to
Him and His service.
These two verses direct
our attention to three
things which merit our
prayerful consideration
and personal
application.
1. A personal realization — "Ye are not your
own." Sine no one has
created, sustained or
saved himself, he cannot be his own.
2. A positive reason —
"For ye are bought with
a price." Since Christ
has purchased believers
with His precious blood,
and He now owns them.
He has the right to control and use them.
3. A persistent responsibility — "Therefore
glorify God in your
body."'-We can glorify
God in and through our
bodies by thinking of
Him, adoring and
declaring His perfection, praising Him and
obeying Him,- Christians, let us turn our
thoughts into aspirations, and transform our
aspirations into actions
which please and honor
God.
Ephesians 5:15-20
These verses teach
that believers in Christ
are to walk cir-

Drive A New 1985 Monte Carlo
For Only $21577 Per Mo.*

DR.LAMB

Fatigue may mean
medical trouble

Air Conditioning
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Automatic Transmission
WSW tires
Tilt Steering Wheel
AM/FM Stereo
V-8 Engine, Cruise Control
Floor Mats
Sport Mirror

-

*With Approved Credit. *48 Month Closed End Loose.
Plus Local Taxes, Titles 8. Registration

See Gene At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
South 12th Street

cumspectly, wisely,
thriftily and spiritually.
Since the life of the
Christian must bear the
scrutiny of the world, he A
is to walk in wisdom
rather than in folly. He
must be careful how he
walks.
Oh, the folly of all
those who live and walk
as if there were no God!
Every Christian
should also be an expert
dealer in the commodity
of time.
Just as a wise merchant seizes good
bargains, so the Christian should buy up all
available time for the
service of Christ.
He should be on the
alert for opportunities to
serve the Lord and to do
good. He should take advantage of every opportunity to do something
worthwhile.
God's will for the life RESERVE
PROMOTIONS — Maj. David Kratser, operations officer
for the Paducah battalion of th,
of each Christian cannot 100th Army Reserve
Division, pins on the stripes of staff sergeant for John
Nesbitt of Murray. Also probe ascertained by moted were two other
members of the Murray company of the 100th Division,
Brian Stephens of Paris,
geeutar studies, but it is Tenn., and Rick Markle
of Paducah. Kratzer, who is the director of the Murray
State University Center,
revealed through the was also recently
promoted to the rank of major and moved to the Paducah
battalion from a staff posistudy of the _Scriptures tion in the Hopkinsville
battalion.
under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit. Hence
tired I want to eat to give myself
If you have no medical problems,
the command, "Be fillenergy.
you need to look at your hectic lifeed with the Spirit."
DEAR READER — I hope you style as a cause. Working 40 hours a
We shall never know
have seen a doctor. While I try to week and caring for a home and famipoint out that 80 percent of the people ly do make a person tired.
the possibilities of our
who have fatigue do not have a mediredeemed personalities
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is the food
Lawrence E. cal problem, that leaves 20 percent cooked in a microwave oven safe to
unless we yield
who do. You may be one of the 20 eat on a regular basis?
ourselves in glad, full
Lamb, M.D. percent.
and unreserved surFatigue and low blood pressure
DEAR READER
If it is aderender to the control of
together can be an indication of sev- quately cooked, it is entirely safe. The
the Holy Spirit.
eral medical problems, including same thing is true of food cooked in a
When He controls us,
such things as adrenal insufficiency regular oven. If it is not adequately
our delights, discern(Addi.son's disPasP), anemia and even cooled, it may not be safe.
ments, desires and decituberculosis.
To give you a simple example, if a
sions conform to the will
I don't recommend that you diet to turkey that has salmonella bacteria
lose weight without first finding out on it is inadequately cooked — meanof God. Since God has
what causes your fatigue. Some heart ing that the internal temperature of
given this command,ex- By Lawrence Lkmb,M.D.
Recta us to obey it and DEAR DR. LAMB — Why don't I diseases also'cause low blood pres- the meatis not kept high enough long
enables us to do so, we have any energy after 2 p.m.? I'm 36 sure and fatighe. That includes dis- enough to. kill the bacteria — you
and
ought to become Spirit- do only do the things a person would ease that causes obstructions to the may get food poisoning from eating
taking care of two boys, 13 and 16, valves inside the heart (aortic it. That is especially apt to happen to
filled Christians.
\and a home. I also have a 40-hour-a- stenosis and mitral stenosis).
the dressing or stuffing in a bird.
week desk job.
You should take a daily all-purpose
Pork that is not heated to a suffiI did have my blood pressure vitamin tablet. One-A-Day or multi- cient internal temperature and held
1.41.‘e•
checked and was told it was low, 94 ple vitamins will do the trick, but I there long enough may cause
753-5980 Bus.
trichiover 46. My iron count was good. I get would prefer that you be on a good nosis. Insufficient temperature can
753-1203 Res
eight hours of sleep a night. I drink diet. And you need to be sure you do occur in a regular oven. It may be
24 how
service
two cups of coffee each morning and not have low blood-glucose levels.
more apt to happen in a microwave
smoke less than a pack of cigarettes a
See your doctor for a more com- oven if the meat is allowed to have
e repair all locks
day.
plete evaluation. Also read a new some cold spots. In general, you do
and also carry
I feel fine when I get up, but by 2 issue of The Health letter, Special have to make a little more effort to
motile horne parts.Roof Sealant
p.m. I get very tired and lightheaded Report 31, What Fatigue Means, be sure that all the meat, not just
pare'
*Water Heaters
and can hardly stay awake at work. Is which I am sending you. Others who of it, reaches and maintains the prop•Anti-Freeze eat
there
some
vitamin
I can take that want this issue can send 75 cents with er temperature.
HORTON'S
will make me feel better? I am on the a long, stamped, self-addressed enveLOCK
The microwaves themselves do not
go all the time and don't have time to lope for it to me in care of this news- affect the food in any way that would
SHOP
fix nutritious meals. I want to go on a paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City be harmful.
Coldweue Rd
diet to lose 12 pounds, but when I get Station, New York, NY 10019.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.).

Murray

502-753-2617

Beginning Mon. Oct. 15

We're Only A
Phone Call Away!
New Delivery Service
Here In Murray

1. Order By Phone
Between 8 A.M. & 1 P.M.
2. Deliveries Are Made
Between 1 P.M. & 6 P.M.
3. $15 Minimum Order
4. Nominal Service Charge
5. Shop By Phone & Receive Our
Everyday Low Prices.
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Calloway County (2-5) hosts
Paducah Tilghman (6-2)
7:30 P.M. At Laker Stadium

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

Meet
Tom Hopkins
of the
Home Team

xiaufl AuTNOINZED SALES AGENT FOR

XEROX MEMORYWRITERS

Your

The new standard in electronic typewriters
COrni•SOO Our fine selection at Xerox

Memorpariter typewriters. Ask for a tree
demonstration Compare •Features and
Opt onus•Ease of operation•Upgradabito
a Price•Financing 11 Trade-in allowance

See Tom For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
you ""TTER
21 ':km.IR WRECKER SERVICE

Tom Hopkins

OPISR D
Residence

Oft.,

CALL FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION

McCLARD

Television
Headquarters

Authorized
Ural Sales
Ael•I

Twin Lakes Office

SHELL

XEROX.

753-0123

753T1222

753-3488

Good Luck Lakers!
From Tucker T.V.

753-2900
1914 Coldwater Road

Artcraft
Photography
New Logation:
Bel Air Center
753-0035

For Delicious
Fish
Dinners

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.
•Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
*Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

Jim Rice, Photographer

GO CALLOWA Y!
Try Our Wide Variety
Of Delicious Seafood
Dinners!
*Frog Legs
SOysters
*Clams

*Shrimp
'Ky. lake Catfish
'Ocean Boneless Fiddlers
Mon.-Thurs. 6-2
Fri.-Sat. 6-9
Sun. 7-2
Hazel 492-8195

753-4563

MICHELIN'•Infro•Red Wheel Alignment

Southern State

Me most accurate wheel alignment ovoiloble
*Computerized wheel balancing

Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt
State Auto's already
bw psemiums can be
reduced even more by
insuring both your car

ain's AMC-Jeep-Renault
WA
LE
-1
MURIAY,KY.

*Weddings
'Portraits-Studio and
Environmental Settings
'Custom Framing
•One-Day Film Processing

Hwy. 641 N. Murray
753-448

.
,
_
• Southold*
Court Sq.
753-4451

and home with the State
Auto Companies
Let us tell you lust
11,State Auto
how much'your sayings Insurance Compani•s

can be.

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
'Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
•
. Seed
— .
s.Bu
• lk
'Farm and Garden Supplies
'Horse care products and
•Nordic tack line
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Murray, Calloway Co. play host Friday night
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Home is where the
heart is, but for both
Murray High and
Calloway County football teams, they'd settle
for home being where a
victory is this week. Friday night both
local teams play host to
games beginning at 7:30
p.m. And both teams
would like to get back on
the winning track after
weeks of disappointing
outings.

LOOKING BACK — Murray High Coach Tony Franklin
will have
memories across the field from him Friday night as his Tigers
play Caldwell
County and Franklin's former coach and friend Al Giordano. The
game
begins at 7:30 p.m. in Ty Holland Stadium, but special ceremonies
will begin
at 7:15 to honor the MHS seniors in their last home game.

Calloway Co. vs
Paducah Tilghman
Friday's future looks
bleak for the onceoptimistic Lakers as
they take on district
powerhouse Paducah
Tilghman (6-2). The
Lakers (2-5) haven't
won since September 7
when they edged
winless Ballard and this
week the prospect of
another 'W' doesn't look
good.
"Last year we thought
Tilghman had a very
good offense and this
year they're even better," noted Calloway
Coach Sam Harp.
"We've got to keep the
ball away from them
Friday night and we'll
have to air it out
ourselves to try and get
on the scoreboard. We
know they're going to
score — we're not blessed with their speed or
their numbers — but if
we can just keep them
from getting the big
play we might be able to

make it a good tabbed as
Calloway's
ballgame."
starting fullback for
The Tornado, ranked Friday.
No.3 in the state Class
Murray High vs
AAA 'poll and the No.1
Caldwell County
team in the district, brAfter getting off to a
ings a high powered of- roaring 3-1
start this
fensive team into Laker year, the Tigers
of MurStadium. The leading ray have revers
ed that
Paducah rusher is tiend
going 1-3 in -their
Willie Shumpert who last four
games.
has 750 total yards this
Their last two losses
season *while flanker have come
on the road
Dwight Smith leads the against two
west Kenair corps with 486 yards tucky strong
holds —
on 26 catches.
Trigg County and Lone
"There's not much we Oak — both featuri
ng
can tell our kids about top running
backs Of this
this team. They know area —,
Al Baker and
they're ranked No.3, Ethan
Taylor.
they know it's
This week the Tigers
Tilghman, they know return to Ty
Holland
what lies ahead of -Stadium to
close out
them," Harp said. their home portion
of
"We're just going to try the 1984 sched
ule
and not let them in- against
Caldwell
timidate us."
County.
Harp, who is strugglSenior recognition
ing through his second ceremonies
will be held
straight losing season at 7:15 p.m. at
the
after two impressive stadium to honor
the
years including a seven players who
will
regional playoff berth, be graduating.
hates to be negative, but
Among the last to
realistically he says it wear the home
colors
CONSISTENT — Defensive end Tony Ray,
will be tough to win. But for Murray will
be runn- Calloway County's most consistent
defensive
who knows?
ing back Stevegtutledge player this season, will have
his hands full Friday
"As_ a coach I like to who chases the elusive
when the Lakers host No.3 ranked Paduca
h
think we can win every 1,000 yard rlishing mark
Tilghman.
game — and it is possi- with 546 total yards and
ble. I've seen stranger ..tight end Dwayne Gam- well.
The second-year the 3-5 Caldwell
squad
things happen in a game mor*. who caught
o4t7: - Murray tilat.;
.
- cows'
will be aiming to even
and on any given night passes for more
than 100 former coach under the record.
..." • yards last week against Caldwell's Al Giordano
Caldwell will also be
Todd Contri, a con- Lone Oak. Both
are of- and the Princeton attempting to end
a losverted running back, fensive weapons MHS
school is located in ing streak which
inwill remain as the Laker Coach Tony Frankl
in Franklin's old stomping cludes last week's
17-0
quarterback after his hopes will be potent ground
s.
shutout to Heath and a
impressive passing against Caldwell. '
15-14 loss to Reidland
night against
Besides wanting the
Last year the Tigers two weeks ago. Caldwell
Hopkinsville two weeks seniors to bow
out with a of Murray earned their hasn't won since
the
ago. Cory Huie is also bang. Frankl
in wants stripes for Franklin by Tigers defea
ted
this last home game to beating the Tigers of Callow
ay County, 21-7.
be a personal victory as Caldwell, 20-0. This year Sept.
28.
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USFL files enormous anti-trust suit
to break 'monopoly' of rival league
NEW YORK (AP) — be suing on the
basis of
The United States Foot- what they have
done."
ball League charges in a
Last spring, Rozelle
$1.32 billion antitrust had hinted that legal
acsuit that the National tion might
signal the
Football League is con- death
throes of the
spiring to beat back a USFL.
challenge to its
"You will know when
"monopoly" on fall they are on their
last
football.
legs. They will bring a
The USFL, for two lawsuit against
us,"
seasons a spring. Rozelle told The
Boston
summer "alternative" Globe after
the NFL
to the traditional fall meetings.
"This will be
football, filed the suit how they try
to keep the
Wednesday in federal owners from
jumping
court. It accused the ship. They will hold
out
NFL of involvement in their suit as a way
of
"a conspiracy" to getting their
money
destroy the USFL back if they
stay
through a monopoly on around."
players, stadium leases
Donald Trump, owner
and television of the USFL'
s New
contrasts.
Jersey Generals,
NFL Commissioner disagreed.
Pete Rozelle termed the
"I predict we'll be vicsuit "totally baseless. I torious on the basis that
think it is ridiculous to the NFL has totally

placed itself in a
monopoly position,"
Trump said. "The NFL
has taken control of all
three television networks, so there is little
room for competition.
Their draft practices,
including a supplemental draft of USFL
players, were designed
to damage the USFL.
They also have sought to
damage us with other
rules."
Rozelle and the 28
NFL teams were named
as defendants in the $440
million suit. Under antitrust Jaw, the award
would be tripled in the
event of a favorable
ruling.
The USFL was formed in 1982 as what its
founders said was a
summer alternative to
the NFL.
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Prices On All 1984 Model Oldsmobiles, Buicks, Caclillacs & Pont
iacs Will Be
Slashed To The Bottom. Savings Up To $3,000.00 On Some Mode
ls.
During This Sale Our 1984 Models Will Be Grouped Together
With The Savings On The Window.
We Still Welcome Trade-Ins Even With These Great Redu
ctions.
Be Sure And Sign Up For Our Free Florida Vacation To
Be Given Away
November 1, 1984.
We Have The LowestTOssible Finance Rates With Terms Up
To 60 Months
To Qualified Customers.
Ask About Our Owners Option Finance Plan That Can Lowe
r Your Payments
As Much As 20%.

SEE THE #1 SALES TEAM FOR YOUR BEST
DEAL!

Purdom
Motors
Incorporated
Oldsmobile-PontiacCadillac-Buick
1406 West Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-5315
-a
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Amateur and free agent re-entry drafts
make baseball dynasties a thing of past
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
All hail the mighty
Detroit Tigers, champions of the baseball
world, a new dynasty
enjoying the first fruits
of success.
Sure. Just like the
Baltimore Orioles'
dynasty last year and
the Milwaukee Brewers'
dynasty the year before
•
that.
Don't blame the Birds
and the Brew for failing
to build on their success.
The fact of the matter is
that baseball dynasties
are a thing of the past,
buried forever by the
amateur and re-entry
free agent drafts. There was a time
bankroll and enough
scouts could mine the
best new talent, outbid
the opposition and build
a powerhouse for years
to come. That system
broke down with the
universal amateur
draft, which bow divides
the new,talent equally
among the member
clubs. All things being
equal, the best a team

can hope for after it
drafts the No. 1 high
school or college player,
is the No. 27 player —
first—ehoiee—in—the—se=
cond round.
Then came the reentry system, permitting star players to
walk. So have-not clubs
like San Diego can get
healthy in a hurry by
laying out big money for
stars like Steve Garvey
and Goose Gossage. The
other side of that coin,
though, is contract
language is so involved

now that those same
stars can take ,a stroll
almost at will, witness
the World Series threat
etroit reliever Willie
HeThR,ndez.
The result is that
almost any team can
win in any given year.
Consider that the
Detroit-San Diego
World Series pairing
followed BaltimorePhiladelphia last year,
Milwaukee-St. Louis the
year before that, and
New. York-Los Angeles
in 1981. That's the max-

leoShoe

Series two years ago
and then tumbled to last
place in the Year of the
Tiger.
Detroit's championship was achieved in
much the same manner
as Baltimore succeeded
last year — with role
players. No Tiger pitcher won 20 games. No
Wednesday's Sports Tr ansactio,
Tiger hitter drove in 100Frey received 16 of
NEW YORK (AP) —
BASEBALL
runs. Alan Trammell.
American League
Jim Frey, who turned the possible .24 first.
,
MINNESOTA Tis:N ,,
the World Series MVP, the Chicago Cubs from place BBWAA votes
.
Al Milliams. pit, her
was the only .300 hitter
'
a lower-echelon team to and seven for second pose of giving lorn hi, ..5
in the lineup.
a division winner in his for a total of 101 points release Assigned .....arid
shortstop
There were platoons
first year with the club, to win easily over Dave outfielder to Toledi, rit •,•
ii),
at first base, third base
Johnson of the New Bona! League Br,..gt
Holmes. outfielder sf..,
and left field and the
was named the Na- York Mets, whose team dozzi
•
shortstop cid M.
success of the team was tional League's contended most of the fugal. pit, rer
s
traced in large part to Manager of the Year by season with the Cubs league roster
BASXLTBALL
the. skillful manipula- the Baseball Writers' for the NL East chamNational Basketball Assoc,at.on
-SEATTLE St
tion of 25 pieces by Association of pionship and finished
o.,
Waived David Tr,
Manager Sparky Ander- America.
second in thmzllvlalnn.
Pasquale
guardWarner fOrA...r.:
son which ultimately
FOOTBALL
produced the pennant
National,Football League
GBEENlii
and World Series
,
id
triumph over a rather
•
lured
ordinary San Diego
Greco s.ir..•F
1.05 .ANGEZ.1club.
Johnipv
The last game was.a
NEW YORK (AP) — tory over' Dallas Mated
MINNESoTs,
r
ed
!if-ant
the
good example of
John Riggins, the Sunday.
I. aughan le tees--e. • i
Nose tackle Ken
w.orkhorse running
Tigers'formula for winNEM
iNi.
back of the Washington Clarke of the Signed too., li• •••,..
ning, when Anderson
1.esier A
Placed
Redskins, was named Philadelphia Eagles ta, Ole on the
employed four different
SAN
designated hitters, the National Football was named Defensive
pinch hitting
League's National Con- Player of the Week. Signed Scotts 1, , ,
Smith '1,1,-nun,
ference Offensive Clarke was credited
automatically in leftySE ATYI Jr_ se.ifii ,
righty strategy
Player of the Week. with seven tackles and 1.41 Pr),
the lnfilreil react
switches.
Riggins gained 165 two sacks in the
NASH:70;11J
yards on 32 carries in Eagles' 16-7 victory Signed Jeff
Perhaps the most imIt,
•
Washington's 34-14 vic- over Indianapolis.
pressive part of
imehai
Detroit's achievement
meeting.
,.The requirenient has was the consistency the
been criticized by those Tigers.14r7onstrated.
%vim-say the standdizolz-"'- - They ledfrisin
National Hockey League
Smythe Division
ed entrance exams are wire-to-wire, opening
WALES CONFERENCE
Edmonton
Patrick Division
Calgary.'
biased against the season 35-5, an asW LIP)
Mttecouver
minorities. Supporters tounding .875 winning
11
I
3
8
NYJslanders
'Winnipeg
and
percentage,
1
2
Waidungton
Los Angeles
say it would increase
1
I
Philadelphia
Wednesday's Games
the likelihood that stu- finishing the playoffs
2
1
New Jersey
Quebec 1. Buffalo 1
7-1,
at
Series
World
and
20
1
2
8, lIetrott
Islanders
Y.
N
Pittsburgh
dent athletes— receive
0 2
Pittsburgh 4 Van,ow.er
NY Rangers
the same .875 pace.
their degrees.

imum eight different
teams advancing to the
Series in the last four
years and if you take it
back two more years,
you can add Pittsburgh
(1979) and Kansas City
(1980) to that list.
In the division races,
Cincinnati (1979 ),
California (1979, 1982),
Houston (1980), Oakland
1981), Montreal (1981),
Atlanta (1982), the
Chicago White Sox
(1983) and Chicago Cubs
(1984) have all won.
All of this points to
parity, a pattern of
spreading success
around. Now it's
Detroit's turn. Next
year, who knows?
Winning the first time
isn't easy by any stretch
of thefinagination. Winning the second time,
though, is even tougher.
Especially in the
American League East
where a half dozen clubs
are perpetual
contenders.
The trip from top to
bottom can come quickly, witness the Brewers,
who went to the last
game of the World

Your discount parts su ermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

-

Proposal could postpone NCAA requirements
KANSAS CITY, Mo. trance exams to be eligi- minorities, would be
delayed from 1986 until
(AP) — The president of ble for college sports.
In an interview 1988 under the Council
the National Collegiate
gollavrinva
Athletic Association
The koposal was sent
says an NCAA Council three-day closed
pr-oposal would meeting of the Council, to the President's Compostpone a requirement NCAA President John mission of the NCAA for
that high school Toner said theeffective review. If it is approved
students reach date of the requirement, by the Commission, the
minimum scores on criticized as unfair to full NCAA would vote on
'standardized college en- blacks and other it at its January 1985

National Hockey League

Three U of L rookies offer aid
immediately to '84-'85 Cards
W
Is
16
15
15
.1.2
12
12
11
11
9%
9
3%

L
6
8
9
9
12
12
12
13
1g
14%
15
20%

High Team Game (SC)
Darnel's
Odd Couples
Champagne Spirits
High Team Game (HC1

835
786
749

Team
Pasha's
Danielle
Odd Couples
Hillbillies
HM &S
Screw Balla
Fearless Foursome
Public Ice

Darnell.
Odd Couples
Public Ice
High Team Series )SCI
Darnel's
Odd Couples
Champagne Spirits
High Team Series (NCI
Darnel's
Odd Couples
Public Ice
High Ind Game SC)
Men
Prentice Darnell

936
894
879
2282
2192
2162
3901
2622
2498

217

Vi
Team
17
Peoples Bank
16
Economy Tire
16
Public Ice
16
Paradise Kennels
Herndon's Auto Repair 15
14
Futrell Tile
--Universal Advertising 15
11%
Druthers Restaurant
11
Dalls Willoughby Ins
10
Bank of Murray
Dennison-Hunt
8
Fidelity Credit Corp
Outland Roofing
Thurman Furniture

High Team Game (SC)
-Public Ice
Peoples Bank
Economy Tire
High Team Game (11C)
Economy Tire
Thurman Furniture

Tearn#8

High Team Game (SC)
Team SI
Team. 07
Team MI
High Team Gam(NC)
Team 83
Team 44
•
Team 11

High Two Series (SC)
Team 111
Team 97

Team N
High Team Series (NC).
Team 114
Team 01
Team 57
High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
Bill McCiu-thy.
Dan Mollaun
Richard Waddell

LOUISVILLE. Ky. points and 14.5 rebounds
(AP ) — If Louisville as a Senior.
The best news
coach Denny Crum
needs help from his greeting Crum when
freshmen this season. practice officially began
he has three outstanding Monday was that the
prospects waiting on the knees of both the 6-8
Thompson and 6-7
bench.
They've already been senior Manuel Forrest.
Ladles
Virginia Swager
checked out by the both forwards, are apCarol Thurman
veterans on the club parently sound.
Tronda Causey
High Ind. Series (SC)
and, said senior guard
Men
Milt Wagner, "I think
Prentice Darnell
they're all three going to
Tommy McClure •
Teddy Darnell
help us."
Ladies
The most heralded of
Karen Swager
Virginia Swager
- LOUISVILLE. Ky.
the trio of newcomers is
Lou Darnell
API — The Louisville
6-foot-1
a
Walls.
Kevin
High Ind. Series(HC
Catbirds will hold a
Men
guard who 1.vas a team.
Van McGinnis
tryout camp Oct. 26, 27
mate' of Wagner and
Richard Bess
and 28 at the Jewish
Gallagher
Billy
jtknior
forward
John
Ladles
Community Center.
Camden
at
Thompson
Carol Thurmond
Interested persons
(N.J.) High School.
Virginia Swager
Karen Swager
may apply for the camp
As a senior, Walls led
by calling the Catbirds
the nation in scoring
with a 44.8-point office at 502-589-2300 or
by writing or stopping
average. He once scored
High Team Series (SC)
Public Ice
; 81 points in a, game and.. by the office at 701 W.
260
. 347T
Economy Tire
Jefferson, Suite 410,
scored over 50 points on
2410
Peoples Bank
Louisville, Ky. 40202.
High Team Series (HC)
11 other occasions.
3146
Economy Tow
The camp is limited
two
other
The
3002
Futrell Tile
freshmen competing for to 60 players.
Public lee
High Ind. Game (SC)
playing time in
287
Kaye Redd
workouts leading up to
231
Nancy Buchanan
233
Pat Hesselrode
Louisville's season
High Ind. Game (HC1
Kaye Redd300 opener at Indiana Nov.
Nancy Buchanan288
24 are 6-4 Mike Abram
Sharon Wilson
Muncie. Ind., and,
from
High Lnd Series f9C1
6-6 Herbert Crook of
Pat Heaselrode
Lois Smith
Louisville Eastern.
Pat McCarthy ..515
Abram played every
High Ind. Series (HC)
081
Pat McCarthy
at ItAincie
position
608
Pat Hesselrode
North, averaging 17.8
661
Grace Jepson
points and l0.
rebounds.
Crook averaged 25.7
Ladies
Pat McCarthy
Valerie Morris
Pat Kidd
High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
Bill McCarthy
Dan Mollaun
Richard Waddell
Ladies
Pat Pearson
Pat McCarthy
Joyce Cross
High Ind, Series (SC)
Men Bill McCarthy
Dan Mdilaun
Earnie Royal
Ladles
Valerie Morrill
Pat McCarthy
Pat Kidd
High Ind. Berle,(RC)

Forrest underwent
surgery on his left knee
as a sophomore and
wore a knee brace last
season.
Thompson suffered a
sprained knee against
LaSalle on Feb. 4, missed, three games and
never completely
recovered.

Hartford
Montreal
Boston
Buffalo
Quebec

Adams Division
2 I
2
2
2
2

1
2
2
2

I
0
0
0
0

CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
Minnesota
Chicago
St. Louis
Toronto
Detroit

5
4
4
4
1

Hartford 5 Toronto
Chicago 1. St houls
Calgary 7. Winnipeg 1

Thursday's Games
Detroit at Hartford
Los Angeles at Montreal
Vancouver at Philadelphia
,Edmonton at Minnesota

Friday's Games
Quebec at Buffalo
Toronto at New Jersey
Edmonton at-Winnipeg
Boston at Calgary

Bring thisad It, get .upc I in I rodti
savings on 10K gold hoy's
1, !
style class ring It., haiked
R
(arced- FULL
RANTY This offer will ...‘piri•
tie 1.1.,) unk
ber 30. 1984 and is
ik.
the purchase
a Cha m
S
It
ring
class
ArIcarved

LIFETImE

ur

After three practice
games, 18 players trying out will be selected
to play in an "All-Star"
game Oct. 28. Catbirds
coach Ron Ekker will
pick a minimum of
three players from the
game, who will be invited to training camp,
which begins Nov. 16.
The Catbirds are of
the Continental Basketball Association, a
minor league pro
tuiiference-.

No Oar., Lhaf,,
Pr-r

FIii'

COOK'S JEWELRY
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
BRING THIS AD

200
tOl
176

269
266
250
316
236
228

11.11111111111E
VALUE
01 ME MONTH

624
520
562

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

600
461

Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during our
Spring Sale and get all you can
get in tractor performance.

Man
Bill McCarthy
Dan Cross
Richard Waddell
Ladies

702
681
698

Pat Pearson
Jane Waddell
Barb Paytea

560
530
SOlIcu
ilfS

Hey!
GOD Lo s You!=
TRINITY' CHRISTIAN CENTER

Clip Lite
Ideal as a spot. or.readino light
With almond finish
E72474• QUANTITIES LIMITED

Pentecostal Church Of God
INVITES YOU TO WORSHIP:

MURRAY
HOME
& AUTO

North 113th At Calloway Ave. Murray
, Services

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

10:00 AM
.11:00 AM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM

PASTOR REV. R.W. RIMER

PH. 76341124

550 Bostonian WeekendeN

9.8% APR Financing
Available

Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-2571

There is a Case tractor 10 lit
your budget.
otnnp11,eff.11APIS1Indnoing be NI
memento en the porch...of•Coo.pardon
itrotor And nonsoor...
Case p.ce of tractor and mower
.cash'Poor
.
Down payment 125
trade-int
1240000
.
Amounttotefinanced
14.01011,
01.111V.
:
36
_
monvecutoeincintbiyi
'
5 77 22
Monthly payments
.92779.02
Iolalpayments
37192
Finance Charge id 98 APR
n urn.* ...mows nor

W

Bostonian minim,
hen you buy any pail of regular pried Bostonian shoes, well give mu a pair id
handsewn Weekenders. Absolutely free An offer made bs rhr; ciotr And Bostonian tot a linnied tour
.
.
onls, whdc1pJa.st.

Bostonian Weekenders feature a rugged lug sfiiie .and wrsaule wardnde uppers. and iepreseni a long
of craftsmanship and ou(stancluig value Visa out store tocis andict us show you ourlomplett
selection of Mini:mum l'rvc,mprornising quality Since 18')9 -

trichtion

Murray High (4-4) hosts Caldwell County (3-5)
7:30 P.M. At Ty Holland Staditim

MEET
FRANKIE E.
McNUTT
OF THE
HOME TEAM

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.
rouR AUTHORIZED SALES AGENT FOR

XEROX MEMORYWRITERS

The new standam r eWctronc typewriters
•Come see our nne selectee of Xerox
Mernoryworte" rypewnters Ask for a free
demonstration Compare •Features and
00hOns•Ease or operation•Upgradabinty
•Pr ,r,•Flna,1C cc• Trade, allowance

Four years experience in the Murrai-Calloway
E xcellence

and
professionalism_

Ethics-Keys

to

Lai ua.r,
Allen Co

26TRUCKS TO SERVE

Co. real estate market-Million Dollar Producer.

YOU 8111E'l

her

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Toes
Bawer le;
accesseros

IVI urray

State University Graduate magna
cum laude
See Frankie McNutt For All Your Real Estate Needs

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
1984 TIGER FOOTBALL

Mayfreld
r rt,

SHILL; 153-9132
CALL COS F-14E OfAK.HSTAADON

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

Fulton Co
Ballard Memorial
i Homecoming!
A ix
'AAr
730 Home
Axai

512 Main Street

1-800-592-3499

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac 8.
Buick
"Satisfied Customers
are our main concern"

When she, octlye
odi,enturous and
stands on her
own two /SW
Her confidence
shows — 4gr4
down to the
creol-lookong
Dingo boots Ale
wean

New Location:
Bel Air Center
753-0035

You're Never Too Old For The
"Rest" Of Your Life!
Call 759-4522

•Weddings
•Portraits-Studio and
Environmental Settings
'Custom Framing
'One-Day Film Processing

SOUTHSiDE 'AANOR

SUE L CHARLIE'S -RESTAURANT

•Paint
•Carpet
•Flooring
•Wallpaper

— Aurora, Kaatocky

MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
AURORA, KY.

Terry's Paint & Decorating
Murray's Most Complete Decorating Center

474-2202

•Auto
•Homeowners
'Business
Insurance

IF YOU WANT
THE BEST IN
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE...

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

753-0489

Jobbers Shell Products
Serving,
Murray•Mayfrield•Fulton•Cadiz
753-1323
S. 4th, Murray, Ky.

Check into the Gold
Edition of the Home
Defender policy from the
State Auto Insurance
Companies. This
package sparkles with
coverage features,high
limits and extremely
broad protection. It's
designed for homes in

$60,000-and-up range.

Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce

WORLD WIDE
MOVERS
HAMMOND MOVING & STORAGE INC.
4001 Ft. Campbeii Blvd. Hoolonsv.Ile K
*LOCAL arid LONG DISTANCE 11:CiNPORATE
*CONTAINERIZED STORAGE
•INDUSTRIAt
*OFFICE•PACK ond LOAD.SERVICE
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M.V. Tidwell, 76, Rt.
4, Benton, died Wednesday at 3:30 a.m. at the
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
He was a retired
farmer and a member
of the Wrigley Baptist
Church, Wrigley, Tenn.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Dora
Tidwell; six daughters,
Mrs. EarLine Morales,
Chicago, Ill., Mrs.
Elizabeth Summers,
Southfield, Mich., Mrs.
Esther Fletcher, New
Johnsonville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary Ellen Luis,
Mrs. Wanda Adams and
Mrs. Marie Langston,
Mayfield; three sons,
Elbert Tidwell,
Fairdealing, Charles
Tidwell, Lynn Grove,
and Frank Tidwell,
South Hazel, Tenn.
Three surviving
sisters are Mrs. Lou
Ella Kelley, Nunnelly,
Tenn., Mrs. Louise
LeMays, Columbus,
Tenn., and Mrs. Viola
Baker, Nashville, Tenn.
One surviving brother is
Lester Tiwell, Lyles,
Tenn.
Also surviving are 28
grandchildren and 14
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral
Home,Benton. The Rev.
Paul Butler will
officiate.

Herly Anderson, 67,
Sedalia, died Tuesday at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a reired
farmer of the Sedalia
community.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Gracie
Anderson; one son,
Jessie Anderson, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Lola Martin, Huntingdon, Tenn.; one
brother, Russell Anderson, Henry, Tenn.; two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Lynnville Church of
Christ.
Burial will follow in
the Lynnville Baptist
Cemetery.
Ridgeway Morticians
of Paris, Tenn., are in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

Dr. H. Franklin
Paschall of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the
evangelist at the revival
services to be held at the
First Baptist Church,.
Oct. 21 to 26.
Services will be at 7
p.m. Sunday, and at
noon and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday, according to the church
pastor, Dr. Greg
Earwood.
The evangelist retired
as pastor of the First
Baptist Church,
Nashville, in December
1983 after serving there
since 1956.
His first part-'time
pastorates were at
Locust Grove Church in

Burial will follow in
the Briensburg
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home. .

Services for Leland A.
Johnston are today at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Carlos Elkins is
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Union Ridge
Cemetery near Aurora
In Marshall County.
Mr. Johnston, 82, Rt.
2, Paducah, died Tuesday at 8 p.m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah.
A retired teacher
from McCracken County and Russell County
Schools, he was a
member of the Maxon
Christian Church and of
Grahamville Lodge No.
707 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Masonic rites were
conducted Wednesday
at the funeral home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nannie
Johnston; two sister,
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
Murray, and Mrs. Alice
Birlhart, Southfield,
Mich.

Mrs. Oma Lockhart
Jones. 83, died Tuesday
at 5:10 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She
was a resident of
Paducah.
She was a retired
elementary school
teacher and a member
of the Fountain Avenue
United Methodist
Church, Paducah. Her
husband, Ralph Jones,
is deceases.
Born in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late
Cora Lockhart and Ada
Morton Lockhart.
Mrs. Jones is survived
by one brother, Carl
Lockhart, Lynn Grove;
tivo nieces, Mrs. Conrad
(Evelyn) Jones and
Mrs. Jack Beale (Sue)
Kennedy, Murray; one
nephew, Jim Story,
Bowling Green.
The funeral was today
at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Morton Waller
officiated.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery,
Murray.

Services for Roland
E. Goodgion will be Friday at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home.
Robin Wadley will officiate. Ernie Rob
Bailey will direct the
song service.
Pallbearers will be
Tony Beck, Jerry
Featherstone, Frank
Little, Nick Horton,
Purdom Lovett and
Frederick Spraggs.
Members of the Adult
Sunday School Class of
University Church of
Christ with W.H. Brooks
as teacher will serve as
an honorary group.
Burial will follow in
FRANKFORT, Kye Kentucky. Lee, Estill
the Murray City
(AP) — Julian Reid and Garrard counties
Cemetery.
Gabbard, who is runn- were moved from the
Friends may call
ing
against incumbent 5th Disrict to the 3rd
from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday) at the Robert Stephlns for a District. Powell County
seat on the Kentucky was moved from the 5th
funeral home.
Mr. Goodgion, 82, 1624 Supreme Court, has fil- District to the 7th
Farmer Ave., .died ed a lawsuit asking a District.
In their place, the
Wednesday at 5:55 a.m. lower court to leave the
at the Murray-Calloway 5th District seat on the Legislature moved
court vacant until 1986.
Anderson, Spencer and
County Hospital.
In the suit filed in Washington counties
He is survived by his
wife, M?s. Nora Franklin Circuit Court, from the 3rd District to
Dockery Goodgion; one Gabbard maintains that the 5th District.
Both Gabbard and
daughter, Miss the 1984 Legislature imErnestine Goodgion; properly changed the Stephens live ill Fayette
two sisters, Mrs. makeup of the 5th County, which was not
moved.
Woodrow Spraggs and Judicial District.
As such: Gabbard
Mr's. Walter
But Gabbard mainFeatherstone; two maintains, neither he tains that, with the
nor
Stephens
will
have
brothers, Bruce
changes, neither of
Goodgion and Albright been residents of the them have lived in the
district
for
the
requisite
Goodgion.
district, as it is now
two years prior to the
for two years.
drawn,
Nov. 6 election.
Late in the session,
Kentucky law !e the Legislature made quires a judicial canseveral changes to the didate to have lived in
makeup of the district, the district for two
Revival services at which is located years prior to the
the Temple Hill United primarily in central election.
Methodist Church,
located east of Almo on
Highway 464, will start
Friday, Oct. 19,and continue through Sunday.
Oct. 21.
The Rev. Layne
Shanklfin, retired
minister, will be the
speaker at the services
at 7 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday and 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. on Sunday.
Special singers on
Saturday and Sunday
will be the Freedom
Singers composed of
Richard Dowdy, Lori
Burkeen, Janna
Hopkins, Jody Lassiter
and Carol Phillips.
The church pastor is
the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis.

Candidate asks court
to leave seat vacant

SAVE 100/o
No need for
roof sealing again
SAVES
ENERGY
BEAUTIFIES
• Wel 753-2310

additional studies at
Baylor and Southern
Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
Ford has previously
been featured as bass
soloist with the Robert
Shaw Chorale and has
performed with
numerous symphony orchestras and operatic
productions.
He and his wife, Linda, have two children.
Accompanists for the
revival will be Joan
Bowker, organist, and
Allene Knight, pianist.
Members of the
Revival Choir will meet
music director for the each evening at 6:30
revival services. He is a with Mr. Fotd to plan
graduate of Baylor for the music for the
University and has had service.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont.
Ford.
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
CB.M,

42
24% unc
-111/2 -Vs
.28/ AA
311
/
4 +Vs
191/4 +u:
23%

4.%

4846
311/
:
2880 +un-11%/c
ee
26 -3
/8
WA -Vs
7/
1
4 unc
122/
1
4

41,
411

Bel Al, Confer
MU,ray
733-2310

Jerrie°
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosin.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

171/4 +1/4
32 +1
/
4
35% +IA
9% unc
511,Vs
35% unc
701/s +%
321/4 -1/4
4/
1
4 •1/4
1
4
33/
1
4 •/
44 unc
36% -Vs
41'
/
1
4 +%
18% +
-14'10.74

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

CORRECTION

The Save-A-Lot Ad For
Wednesday Should Have
Read
DIXIELAND

ICE MILK

Little Folks
of Mayfield
Cluldree'• 1144414444. Sam 014

Sand Oak
Boutique
M.&

rallbi•MB

orvervc OCTOIllat

SQUARE MALL
COURT
114 West Broadway
Mayfheld, Kentucky

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
h. cool r.•••••-no•

415 .3341

*Layaway available
with small deposit.

0 I

41% 4114

27.99

Sweaters
29.49

Reg. 37.00

Reg. 39.00

Vest

19.99

Striped
Oxford
Shirts

Reg.27.00

21.99

Oxford
Shirts

Reg. 29.00

Belts

10.99

Reg. 14.50
b. 11.49 Reg. 15.00

a.

a. French Wallet

38.99 Reg. 51.50
b.Card

Case

18.99 Reg. 25.00

Murray Memorial Gardens is
proud to announce their ope
house which will be held o
November 3rd from 9:00 a.m.
from 2:00 p.m. We would like t
invite everyone to come out an
see what we have built.

for FRU estimate

91:4111.q.

INVESTMENTS

Temple Hill
plans revival

Funeral and burial
services for Edward A.
Kubin of Rt. 5, Murray,
will be directed by the
Modell Funeral Home,
Darien, Ill.
Mr. Kubin, 75, died
Tuesday at 11:45 p.m. at
his home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vlasta Mae
Kubin; one daughter,
Mrs. Sumner Rogers;
one son, Leonard Edward Kubin; one sister,
Mrs. Sylvia Barovich;
seven grandchildren.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home was in
charge of local arrangements and there
will be no visitation
here.

MOBILE HOME
ROOFING
'SYSTEM

Paris, Tenn.
Dr. Paschall served
as pastor of the Hazel
Baptist Church in this
county from 1941 to 1945
and as pastor of First
Baptist Church, Bowling Green, from 1951 to
1955.
Son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. C.T. Paschall of
the Hazel Community,
he is married to the
former Olga Bailey,
daughter of Mrs. Jewell
Bailey of Murray. They
have two daughtets.
Dr. Paschall served
Calloway County, North as president of the
Fork and Oak Grove Southern Baptist ConChurches in Henry vention from 1966 to
County, Tenn., and 1968.
Maplewood Church,
David Ford, also of
Nashville, will be the

THURSDAY,OCTOBER 11, UM

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.
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Wants Money To Fill Kids' Banks
DEAR ABBY:The holiday season
is approaching, and with it approaches a five-year-old problem.
Ever since my first child was born, I
have been asking my in-laws to
refrain from buying him toys for
Christmas. Every year my request
has been ignored. Now we have two
children,sp the problem has doubled.
The in-laws say,"If we didn't buy
toys for our grandchildren, it would
take all the fun out of Christmas for
us!"(What a selfish attitude!)
Abby, these people are in their
early 50s and they have had fun for
a lot of years. I've suggested that
they give savings bonds plus one
token toy.(We could use the money

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Meeting rooms
6 Hereditary
factors
1 Foreigners
13 Lead
14 Negative prefix
15 Clothesmakers
17 Third person
18 Parcel of land
20 'Question
severely

21 Enemy
22 Trade
24 Lamprey
25 Female student
.
26 Pierce
28 Swords
30 Snare

32 Be borne
33 Insect
35 Bird's home
37 Difficult
38 Before
40 Stalk
42 Abstract being
43 Filaments
45 Ocean
46 Near
47 Sandy wastes
49 AgaVeVant
50 Retreat
52 Leaked throligh
54 Male bee
55 Noblemen

Answer to Previous Puzzle

3 Chinese distance measure
4 Rent
5 Stump of a
branch

DOWN
1 Calls
2 Permits

=MEM
=WM
=MEM MUM=
BM MMUMMEMM NM
MEM MMEME MME
MINIM MEM MUM
MEM MEM=
MINIM ME=
MUMMIMM MEM
NM= UM MEM
MUM =MEM MEM
MMEMEMM MM
=NM= =ME=
MEM=
MEM=

6 Female
7 Bitter vetch
8 Compass point
9 Reverberations
10 Spirited horse
12 Father
13 Unit of currency
16 Falsehoods
19 Shreds
21 Woods
23 Peeled
25 Gives up
27 Flying mammal
29 Storage
compartment
31 Gratify
33 Ridicule lightly
34 Great Lake
36 Seesaw
37 Listened to
39 Transgresses
41 Servants
43 At this place
44 Walk
47 Noise
48 Bishopric
51 As far as
53 Hebrew letter

for the children's education.) I gave
up a lucrative career to stay home
and raise our children. My husband
and I get by, but we worry about our
children's college education, etc.
We live in an upper flat and have
no room to store so many toys.
When I see the amount of money
tied up in this junk, I could cry. I'm
not talking peanuts here-every year
each child gets a minimum of $200
worth of toys! My husband is noncommittal because he doesn't want
to hurt his parents' feelings.
How do I reach these people? I
have told them firmly but nicely. I
have pleaded with them. Nothing
works. What now?
DREADING
THE HOLIDAYS
DEAR DREADING: You've
told your in-laws how you feel,
and they have told you how they
feel.
I agree,it would be more practical for them to invest in your
children's education, but that
decision is not yours-it's theirs,
so try to be a gracious loser.

DEAR ABBY:I just had to respond
to all those letters disclosing that
people will dry their hands on the
tip of a bath towel, the shower
curtain or toilet paper rather than
use the pretty little guest towel laid
out for that purpose.
Until I read it in your column, I
did not know that those "pretty little
guest towels" were put out for that
purpose. I am serious. I'm 28 years
old, no dummy (I'm an R.N.), but I
was never taught by my parents or
my grandma (who always had one
lying out on the counter) that they
were to be used. I always thought
they were there for decoration. I
assume that many others thought
the same.
NOW A USER

Legal

6. Help Wanted

ATTENTION
FARMERS
Will spread lime
and do custom
combining.
Both large and
small
jobs
welcome.

753-8147
Concrete
.Steps
stock. Get them
while the selection
is good.
Rickman
Norsworthy
Lumber Co.
500 S. 4th St.

(Every teen-ager should know
the truth about drugs, sex and
how to be happy. For Abby's
booklet, send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to:,Abby.
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

Murray, Ky.
753-6450
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DINAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

I WON'T DO IT..

I THINK I'M STARTING
TO FEEL SKINNIER

ALREADY!

IN A FORMER
LIFE I w4A5 A
SANITARY
LANDFILL

t.gal. Black Top Sealer.
$ 7 . 85. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington.
Paris; 642-2552.
GLIDDEN spread wall
paint $7.49 per gallon
for white & stock colors.
Over 1000 custom colors
available at a small
extra charge. Get at
Black's Decorating
Center. 701 S. 4th St
Murray.

Barretts Service
Center has moved to 200 N. 4th
St. Former location Hendon Service Station. Oil
changes, mufflers, brakes,
shocks & minor
auto repairs.

753-6001

Bob's Fish
Market
Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Ky. Lake
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.

HOWEVER, FOR A FOOD POISONING
THERE STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

We Accept
Food Stamps

WETAKETHECAKE
Bouquets,
Balloon
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
753-9280

GET up
7ALEXANDER

Stubblefield
Electric
24 hr. Service

759-4899
5

CAPTAIN
GAPTAIN,,,
THEY'VE 516NEO
OFF„ IN9USORDiNATiON!

- V (301N6 TO WORK 1
ONE OF THE TERRORISTS? V.1
DM4n41 THERE.THAT'S
I'M ON YOUR SIDE •
WHY I V-IN UNiFORM

1 .legal

IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No. 82•CI-134
SHERIFF'S SALE
BANK OF MURRAY V. J.T. & L., Inc., etal
Under Judgement entered against J.T.& L..
Inc., d/b/a Paradise Resort on September 12,
1983, and against Jonathan Ahlbum and
Carolyn Ahlbum on September 24, 1984, I,
David Salentine, Sheriff, will sell at public
auction to the highest bidder, the terms of sale
being cash, the following described property
being the inventory and cabin contents of
Paradise Resort, to wit:
Boats and outboard motors, numerous
household appliances and pieces of furniture
in cabins, various household, and kitchen
goods, painting supplies and equipment, and
other miscellaneous personal property in the
inventory and cabins of Paradise Resort. An
itemized list of all items is available for inspection during regular office hours at the office of the Calloway County Sheriff and at the
office of Paradise Resort, and an itemized list
is posted on the bulletin board in the Calloway
County Courthouse.
Said sale will be held on the 22nd day of October, 1984, at the hour of 10:00 a.m. on the
premises of Paradise Resort, Route 6, Box
239, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
DAVID M. SALENTINE, SHERIFF
Calloway County, Kentucky

New shipment in

THOU5AN0+AA5ON5LIJ4Y

GULP
isch
51.0sP

1

DEAR USER: Be a "pusher,"
too. In your own home, use a
guest_ towel and leave it conspicuously in view beside the
unused guest towels. This will
encourage others to do the same.

I CAN GIVE YOU A

I HAVE TO WRITE A
THOUSAND WORD E55AY
FOR SCHOOL TOMORROW

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Lost and Found

BLACK half rocker,
goes by name Shelby.
Has tags. Lost in vacin•ity of Little Oaks &
Paradise resort area.
Call 762-2090 days. 4362992 eveqings.
6

Help Wanted

rONSTAUCTION

cost

estimator. Duties include gen/mech/g,lec
take-off, pricing, and
procuring. Send written
resume giving education & work experience
to P.O.Box 1040•R
Murray. Ky.

Taking Applications.
Calloway
Gardens
Apartments on Duiguid
Drive. One and two
bedroom, carpets.
drapes, modern appliances, $185.00 and
$210.00. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Walden Corporation,
7602 Lee Highway,
Suite 3, Chattanooga,
Tenn., 37421. Call Orman Price, 753-7391.
AIRLINES now hiring.
Reservationists,
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available. Call 1-I 6191569-6315 for details 24
hrs.

Log Home Sales
Continue At
Record Pace
DEALER WANTED
A leading National Log Home
Manufacturer is expending into
this area. Yesteryear Log Homes
is now taking applications for
immediate assignment of a
PROTECTED TERFUTORY to
qualified individuals.

14. Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous

NEEDED, old oak furniture, fiesta & depression glass, old baby
buggy. Dealer wants for
resale. Call 753-3842 or
753-5738.
USED electric typewriter. Call 753-7918.

POULAN chain saws.
oregon saw chains, 10%

15. Articles for Sale
1.r4" BLANDEX. $4.95
ea. Great for patio
ceilings, garages, etc.
Mid-South Wholesale •
342 'East Washington;
Paris: 642-2552.
80Ib. CONCRETE
$1.85. Mortar Mix, $2.65.
Mid -South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.
COUCH. chair, &
wallhugger reclintr.
beigerbrown/rust.
Call after 5p.m.
753-8674.
DRESSER with mirror.
Chest of drawers, solid
oak. Good condition
$175. Call 753-2813.
H.R. maple dmet. Coleman electric furnace
including thermostat.
Brass fireplace screen.
hearth & tools. Call
436-5821.
MOVING. Must sell, like
new. 25 cu. ft. Citation
chest type freezer. Call
436-2589 after 5:30 .m.
QUEEN size maCtress &
box springs. Like new.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-5058.

Office Furniture

off. Files, mixing oil,
bar lube, $3.79 gat. Log
splitters, hydraulic and
screw type. Splitting
mauls and wedges.
Year end sale on Gilson
lawn & garden equip
ment. Hazel lawn &
garden center, 311 Main
St. Hazel, Ky. Call
492 8147. We sell -we
trade we service.
SEASONED firewood
for sale, $30 rick de
livered. 436-2744.

2 6 . TV -Radio
SATELLITE antenna.
Own your own satellite
for only $12.50 per week.
Buy from - a reputable
dealer. over 15 years
experience. Sales.
service, Claytons TV.
53-7575.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM all etectric. porch & shed
included. Land contract
with no down payment
or cash. ,For appointment call 247-1804 or
762-4783.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR. furnished.
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
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29. Heating and Cooling
ALLADDIN kerosene
heaters starting at
$44.99 for 7800 BTU.
Carona, 22.600 BTU,
$89.99 Mai, - sizes in
between. Colst to Coast
Hardware, 753-8604.

Wood Chippendale
desk, Credenza. Very •
large selection of metal
'30. Business Rentals
desk, chairs, files.
1400 SQ ft. -storage with
tables, bookcases,
wood floor. Would be
display cases, excellent
good storage for route •,
quality and condition
salesman. Call 75°3-9400.
4-STALL shop for rent.
Call 753-5618.
BUSINESS for lease. ,
1016 Jefferson
Store & fixtures v.'ith .
gas pumps. First store
Paducah 442-4302
for Kentucky cigaretts,
on Ky. line: Hwy. 121.
8200, month. Inter19. Farm Equipment
ested parties call 901232-8505.
ATTENTION Farmers

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE

Used parts for your
farm trucks. Available,
it Taylor Bus Sales
Hwy 641 S . Murray..
753-9251.
?CI

Sports Equipment

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

3ROWNING Belgium
I' Magnum, $350.
10,30 Lever rifle. $115.
'all 753-6862.
32. Apts tor Rent
./NE 742 Remington
iutomatic 30-60 deer 2 BEDROOM extra
- FEATURING
rifle with scope and -large.. furnishedCr'
_ .
N. 5th. Central gas, heat
•-• 6" solid uniform treated goose decoys. Call 489_logs
& air. No pets. Water
2669 after 6 .m.
• Flat or round interior walls REMIINGT
N 788 deer furnished. $180 per
• Hand•hewn exterior lock
rifle. $169.99. Winche- month. Inquire at Hof..
• Custom, commercial and
ster 30'30 model 94. tons Lock Shop or call
contemporary buildings
$134.99 after $15 rebate. 753-5980.
available
Coast to Coast Hard- 2 BEDROOM furnished
• Two - day free training
apt., close to campus.
ware. 753-8604.
school
$160 per month. Water
• Factory assembled and
Musical
furnished. Inquire at
erected on your lot if de- 2 2 .
sired
AL% AREZ Vain hand Hortens Lock Shop or
• InvestMent 100% Secured
call 753-5980. No pets.
made classical guitar
toy model home
Grand concert model. 2 BEDROOM duplex.
• PROFITS OF $500000 .on
Like new. Also, hard gas heat. Extra nice.
Mit sales alone
shell case, $700. Call Call 753.3966.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt
489-2597 after 6 .m.
REQUIREMENTS
ZABSON Les
aul de- near downtown Murray.
• Must he capable of purluxe, excellent condi- Adults only. Call 753chasing a $13.275 model
4109, 762.-6650, 436-2844.
tion. Call 759-9896.
some
PEVEY Bass Guitar 'TAKING applications
• Meet our high standards
and amplifier, 2 go for Section 8. Rent
• A strong desire to be sucSubsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
cessful
carts. Call 753-1363.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Call Mr Boyd COLLECT tor
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
24. Miscellaneous
Sri application 17041932-0137
Equal Housing
02
SHINGLES, $16.95 sq. Opportunity.
Yesteryear Log Homes. 'P0
Bov 1046 Mooresville. N C
1. 2" CD plywood.
28115
$6.50. Mid -South 33. Rooms for Rent
Wholesale: 342 East
I.ULL or part time Washington; paris; 642- SLEEPING rooms, excellent location. Utilities
assembly opportunities 2552.
Included_ Call 753-5561.
available. Work your
b 1 OM cut seasoned
SLEEPING rooms $76
own hours, be your own fire wood. Call 436-2'758.
boss. For job listings FIBERGLASS panels per month, 1610 Farmer
call 504-646-0315. Ext. i white or green) 8', Ave. Call 759-4952 between 4p.m.-10p.m.
A-719.
$4.75; 10', $5.85; 12'
MEGHANIC wanted. $6.95. Mid .South 34.
Houses for Rent
Top commission with Wholesale; 342 East
gaurantee. Send re- Washington; Paris; 642- 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, 2
story home, in town on
sume to PO Box 1040-K.
2552.
PART-time help wanted FROST proof hydrant, 1 half acre lot; 2 car
in local retail store. ft bury depth, $27.99. garage; $450 per
month: 759.9858.
Send resume to P.O. Wallin Hardware
REMODELED, 2 BedBox 1040G.
Paris, Tri
PROCESS MAIL! 175.06 SEASONED hickory, room home, carpeted,
per hundred! No ex- Oak. mixed hardwoods, fixed for wood stove. 8
perience. Part or full 530/rick delivered. miles SE of Murray.
time. Start im- Min. order-2 ricks. Call Married couples only.
Referances and deposit
mediately. Details-send John Boyer at 753-0338.
re uired. Call 492-8594.
self-addressed stamped
SOLID Railroad Ties, 56
Y nice 3 BR. $330. 2
envelope to CRI-N41.
up. 753-2905 or 435- BR $175 up to $250. Also,
and
Box 9014. Stuart, FL.
435-4319.
4343
or
1,1311 apt. Coleman Real
33495.
SPAHMUM peat moss Estate 753-9898.
9. Situation Wanted
4 cu. ft. bales, $6.69.
Coast to Coast Hard- 37. Livestock-Supplies
HATE cleaning your
753-8604.
6 MOS. old registered
oven? Call Dee for an ware,
KEROSENE heaters, Belgian filly. 6 mos. old
appointment 759-9645.
SPONSIBLE mother 7200 BTU's 544.99, 9,500 grade Belgian filly. 3 yr.
wants to babysit babies BTU's 549.99, 19,000 old grade Belgian mare
& small children in her BTU's $84.99. Wallin in foal. 11/2 yr. old
sorrell mare mule. 753home. Have references. Hardware Paris, Tn.
Call 759-1692.
POOL tables, slate only, 5358.
WHITE Christian lady new, .,used & antique. 38. Pets-Supplies
would like job caring for Custom oak gun
children err shut•ins. cabinets.' Milan Pool 7 YEAR old Setter Bird
Dog Call 759-1233.
Experienced & will do Table Sales 901-686-1177.
light house work. Days
FREE. 8 month old,
Interested: Mon., Tues..
white male cat, to a
Fri. or if somebody
good home. Call
needs care will work
753-3302.
Sundays. Have own
I.ULL blooded Siberian
transportation. Call 753Husky. Female. 6
5240 after 5 .m.
months old. $75. Call
WILL do babysitting in
489-2555 after 5 .m.
your home, nights and
LABRADO E Reweekends. Light house
triver. yelllow male.
work. Call 753-8857.
ARC, 7 weeks. Call
RILL do house clean753-4106
ing. $5 an hour. Call
ROTTWEILER at StudSealed bids to be
437-4223,
Introducing Brabant's
taken. WI b, sold
Drummer. Grandson, of
n
to highest ,biddir* '- --teen
CAIVIPI'lltr equip- and
champion Rodsden•s
November
on
1st.
small 4railer, pit..kup
Ander vh Brabant.'
Cali 753-5602 for
camper. 100 gallon fuel
Breeding to Brucellosis
tank, hawken rifle,
free bitches. only. Call.
more information.
truck cap. organ,
or write for pedigree.
Trailer can be seen
checkwriter, hedge
Liz Lucas. Route 2. Box
at PCA Office on
trimmers. 438-2879'.
108A. Dixon, 'Ky. 42409.
Call 502-639-5751. PupHwy.
641
North.
t4.Want to Buy
pies due in October.
Weaned just In time for
FANCY iron beds & old
Christmas.
quilts:Call 502-312-9897.
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DOG obedience, learn
the no correction training process, 8 weeks to
adult. Home, show protection. Mary Adelman
436-2858
41

Public Sales

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

-

Airport Rd. &
Poor Farm Rd.
Thurs. & Sat.
Oct. 18-20
8 a.m. til dark
Clothes, books,

adio
an enna.
satellite
per week.
reputable
15 years
Salesons TV.

games, Honda 80,
bicycle, something
for everyone

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE

star Sale
all elec& shed
contract
payment
appoint-1804 or

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
815 Broad St. Ext.
Quality baby items, including bassinet, bath tub.
seat & clothes size 0-21
Maternity clothes, curtains
& shows, coned, T V.
women* clothes 5-9, luggage, books, glassware,
misc no Junk.

for Rent
urnished,
•. Shady

41. Public Sales

GIGANTIC
MULTI-PARTY
FLEA MARKET
TYPE SALE
S. 12th St. Shoemaker Perking Lot
Fri & Sat
8 Until 7
Antiques, Collectibles,
Saver, Brass, Furniture,
Tools,
Bicycles,
Glassware, Clothes,
Etc Etc
Don't Miss It.
MOVING safe 2 month
old satellite & receiver,
living room furniture &
other furniture, & clothing. Must sell. Call
753-7312.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
No Sales Before
8 A.M.
627 Broad St.
Extended
8 til ?

• entals
age wit
ould be
.r route
-9400.
or ren
ease.
• s with
St store
igaretts.
121.
Inter.
all901-

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 340.50
Opened
Today
337.75
Down
2.75

se
ace

Sat. 8 -?
Sandlick Rd. West
of Coldwater off
Hwy. 121.,
1 new original cabbage patch premie,
clothing, household
items & toys.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
7.30
Yesterday
Opened
Today
7.12
Down
.18

Absolute Auction

Horor call

Friday, October 19, 6:30 p.m.
Hwy. 51 Auction Center Bldg. 3 miles
north of Fulton on Hwy. 51.
Glasswares, jewelry, furniture, appliances, tools, tires, misc.
Every item sells regardless, we must
clear the building for other business
Interest.
We will start promptly at 6:30 and
sell till!
Terms: Cash, Concessions Available

rnis e.
ampus.
Water
ire at
1 op or
• ts.
up ex.
nice.
Y ap
Surrey.
11 7532844.
a ions
Rent
2 or 3
Ildale
Ky.
sing

Col. Rubert Ainley,
Auctioneer & Broker
Lic. No. 6, Firm Lic. No. 367,
Phone 901-479-2986

Rent
S. ex 'Unties
.1.
s 70
armer
i2 be-

Amvets Post #45
Paris Landing, Tn.

Dance
Friday & Saturday
Oct. 19th & 20th
9:00 P.M. till 1:00 A.M.
Band-Nashville Night Watch.
Amvets Auxiliary Post #45
presents WOMANLESS BEAUTY
REVIEW, Sunday, Oct. 21st 7:00
p.m.
Trophies,
fun,
entertainment.
All proceeds go to our annual
underpriviledged children's
Christmas party.

Rent
a , 2
on
car
per

seted.
eve 8
rray.
only.
•posit
i94.
Also,
Real

Glassware, Antique end tables,

some

clothes,

cosmetics, plants.

4 7 . Motorcycles

5 1 . Campers

53. Services Offered

1973 HONDA 750. Saddle
bags, fairing and sissy
bar. Very good condition. Must sell. $600 or
best offer. Call 435-4218
after 4p.m

1972 MODEL Cree, 20 ft.
long, in excellent condition. Sleeps 6, refrigerator, stove, oven
bath, awning & airconditioning, $2600 Call
753-7930

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
75,3 2310 for free
estimate.
JOHN Lane back hoe
service and septic tank
pumping. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-8669.
JOINER'S Tree Ser
vice. 30 years ex
perience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827.
Satisfied references

48 Auto Services
fl ARE 1970 Cyclone
spoiler, competition
orange, 429 automatic,
rocket mags, & full
factory gauges, $1000.
1982 Dynemark 10 hp
riding lawn mower,
$400. Call 753-5612.

49

YARD SALE
Indoors In
Stella.
Fri. 1 til 5
Sat. 8 til 5
Girls 10 speed
bike, gd-c.art, bunk
beds, clothes,

MOVING &
YARD SALE

751 7111
W. boy Gold. Silva,
D000lood,.
How, 10 8 Doily, 12 5 'Sunday

Rent
ex ra
•
s, heat
Water
:0 per

Friday Only
7 til late
afternoon
1002 Olive

Clothes, lots of
misc.

Compliment.. of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA'.

2

YARD SALE

glassware, crafts,
lots of misc

CARPORT
SALE

YARD
SALE

3 PARTY

Fri. & Sat.
8-4
502 South
6th Street

Cooling
erosene
ting at
10 BTU.
0 BTU,
sizes in
to Coast

41. Public Sales

Fri. & Sat.
Old Lake Stop
Grocery 1% miles
east on 94.
Quilts, hand made
Dolls, Oak drop leaf
table. Misc, shop equipment, Work benches,
Chain saws, lots of
other items.

43. Real Estate
STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ann PhIlpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Muirsy,Kentucky 42071
(5021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

'1.11111.M.111
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR, frame house on
corner lot with mobile
home hookup. Natural
gas, city water, $5800.
Call 437.4719.
3 -BEDROOM, brick
ranch style, 6 miles
west of Murray on 1
acre. 1 1/2 baths,
carport, fireplace insert, other extras, $42
000. Call 762-6330 or
753-9295 (homei.
3 BEDROOM brick
ranch, 2 car attached
garage on beautiful
corner lot. Family room
with fire place, 2 full
ceramic baths, stereo
system, patio, central
air, heat pump, many
extras. Owner will finance at low interest to
reliable party. In mid
50's, Call 759-1005.
3 BEDROOM house on a
large lot. Living room,
dinning room, kitchen
and utility room, carport, and 2 storage
buildings, $21,500. Call
492-8492.
3 BR brick veneer, 6
miles S.E. of Murray.
FmHA low interest
loan. 1 3/4 acres.
$30,000. Any reasonable
offer will be considered.
Call 753-0787 or 753-3173
after 5 .m.
8 ACRES located east of
Murray, 2-3 bedrooms,
30x30 shop. Priced at
only $32,000. Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
FOUR room frame
house to be moved. Call
753-5396.
ROUSE for sale, by
owner: 4 bedrooms,
pool, and more. Call
759-9936.
RETIREMENT home,
near Paris Landing, fabulous view, 2 bedrooms,
sunporch, deck, fireplace
and appliances. Call 901232-8695.

Used Cars

1964 FALCON wagon.
Good condition, $300 or
best offer. Call 753-2533.
1974 DODGE Dart with
air-conditioning, $500.
Call 753-6083.
1974 HONDA Civic,
runs, needs work. Sell
or trade for 36" riding
lawn mower 436-2879.
1075 Granda. Automatic, AC, PS, PI3.
AM/FM stereo. Call
753-6291 after 4: .m.
1976 MERCURY Montego. 1005 miles, good
shape mechanically,
$950. Call 759-4043 after
.m.
1977 PONTIAC Catalina. Loaded, $1800. Call
753-9206.
1978 CADILLAC 4-door.
1979 Bonneville 4-door.
1982 Chevy S10 pickup.
Nice, wholesale, will
trade. Call 753-9872.
1978 CAMARO,
burgandy, new tires,
brakes, carpet, power &
air, spoiler. Local car.
Call,7535640 after 4 .m.
1978 CUTL)."SS
Supreme. Burgandy,
bucket seats, aut8matic
in floor. Call 753-7516.
1978 Cadallie. Excellent
condition, new tires &
shocks, $4600. Call 7539479 before 5p.m. or
759-1509 after 5 .m.
-Z, air,
1978 DATSUN
pb, 4 -speed, atm.
wheels, rear louvers,
Kenwood stereo. Home
759-1274, work 753-4703.
1978 OLDS Delta 88,
2-door, 8 cylinder, ps,
pip. cruise, air, am/fm
radio, factory CB, electric seats & windows,
67,000 miles, excellent
condition. Call 753-3187.
1979 AUDI 5000 sedan
diesel, loaded, diamond
metaiic silver. 26 MPG
city, 37 MPG Hwy. Bob
Rorers 753-4186.
1979 MONTE Carlo. PB.
AM/FM stereo
PS
cassette, 60,000 miles,
$4200. Call 759-1965 or
753-9235.
1979 TI1UNDERBIRD,
loaded. Call 437-4975 or
354-6381.
1980 DATSUN 310 GX,
FWD, sunroof, $2,795.
Call 759-1801.
'77 CAMARO, good
condition. Brand new
tires, AM/FM stereo,
$1750. Call 759-9835.
JOV'R surplus Cars &
Trucks under $100. Now
available in you area
Call 14619)-569-0241. 24
hrs.
SILVER 1981 Datsun
200 SX, hatch back,
5-speed with extras.
Call 759-4584 after 3p.m.
50

Used Trucks

78 CHEVROLET 4-door
3/4 ton pickup truck,
some rust. Heavy duty
trailer electric brakes
436-2879.
1966 DODGE truck, 15 ft
flat bed with overload. 4
speed transmission with
PTO. 2 speed axles, 318
engine, No rust, new
paint, radio and heater.
Call 436-5557.
1976 DODGE 4-wheel
drive. SWB with
aluminum topper &
extra set of wheels &
tires. Will consider
trading. Call 753.7161.
1981 GMC P.C., lg. bed,
air, pb, ps, extras.
35,000 miles. Home
759-1274, work 753-4703.

5 1 . Campers
STARCRAFT pop-up
camper with air. Good
condition, bargain. Call
753-9872.

53. Services Offered
Irrigation Residential
CAMPBELL WELL

AUCTION SALE
Sat. Oct. the 20th. Rain or Shine - 2 miles
east of Old Alm°,Ky.on Hwy.484. Will sell
the estate of the late Eula Nanney.
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Will sell 2 like new bedroom suites, 1 with
full bed, 1 with twin beds, iron beds, living
room suite, odd chairs, dinette set, small
appliances, nice washer and dryer. Lots of
dishes and cooking utensils, color t.v.,
radio, antique radio, quilts, linens,feather
beds,lamps,lots of small items, old kitchen
cabinet, Warm Morning stove, new 3% h.p.
push mower, extra sharp 1977 Chevy
Malibu Classic 4 door, 48,000 actual miles.
19713 Ford Courier Pickup, extra sharp,
51,000 miles, solid 1965 2 ton GMC truck with
nice 16" grain bed and hoist. 1968 165 M.F.
diesel tractor, 1240 John Deere grain drill,
cultivator,9 bushel tractor seed sower,like
ew, S pt. hitch hay mover for round bales.
Other equipment. All of this is good solid
farm equipment:'This will be a good sale.
For info call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grpve, Ky.

/11.12
114E,
sw awls rolwas ca PIONEER

co"syeReo
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

PRICED REDUCED TO
THE 7(11S
on this lovely 4 bedroom home
only 2 miles from town. Over
3,200 sq. ft. of living area!
Owner must sell!
753-1222 Kopperud Realty

53. Services Offered
WILL - haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763.

DRILLING

McKenzie, In
Call CoNect
901-352-3671 or
901-352-5704
Free Estimates

Roofing
Free
Estimates
Call After
6:00 P.M.
753-3261

Aluminum Service Co.

ESTORE. Carpe
Aluminum and vinyl
52. Boats -Motors
cleaning special, 5.10
siding. Custom trim
sq. ft. Call 733-6178.
1979 Procraft 1500 w
work. References.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
85 H.P. Mercury, trollCall Will Ed Bailey,
Siding, Additions,
ing motor, depth finder.
753-0689.
Painting, General Car
Call 759-1233.
pentry. P.A. •Molony Co
REBEL Bass boat 70 hp
753 - 8628 . Free
Evenrude trailer, Mini56 Free Column
Estimates.
Kota 565 depth finder.
Also, Coleman poptop
SEASONED oak
l•FtEE. 4 kittens.
trailer, sleeps 8. Call
firewood. Custom split
weeks old. One long hair
492-8220
ting, also tree trim
Persian. Call 489-2158,
ming. Call 753-5476.
53 Services Offered
THWEATTS Generator
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service. Generator
Passports I D s.
Factory authorized for
starter & alternator
Resume s, Black &
Tappan, Kelvinator and
repair. Rs1 Almo, Ky.
White
to,
Brown. Service on gas
Give us a call. Phone
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
puhiit at ui,
and electric ranges,
753-8742.
CARTER STUDIO
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
microwaves. disWET BASEMENT? We
30() MAIN
8298
•
OVER
hwashers. remake wet basements
•
20 YEARS
frigerators, etc. Earl
wor on your dry. Work completely
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
XPERIE
Lovett, 554-6956 or 753- trees? Topping, prun- guaranteed. Call or
RAISED PANEL DOORS
ing, shaping, complete write Morgan Con
5341.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
removal
and
Call
APPLIANCE SE more.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
VICE. Kenmore, BOVER'S TREE 409A, Paducah, Ky
•
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
West'inghouse, SERVICE for Pro- 42001 or call 1 442 7026
COMPETITIVE PRICES Prep •y
Sao Our Display •
Whirlpool. 21 years fessional tree care,
•
experience. Parts and 753-0338.
753.5940•
TLC
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
service. Bobby Hopper, ODD lob specialist, ceil
-•••••••••••••••••••••
Bob's Appliance Ser- ing fans, electrical,
clean •
We
vice, 202 S. 5th St. plumbing, fencing. You
with
everything
753-4872. 753-8886 name it, I do it. You buy, I
TENDER, LOVIN
You'll find none better than the three
(home).
install. You break, I fix.
I5o you have dead or Call 436-2868
bedroom,2% bath home on three acres of
CARE
unwanted trees that
land that's just been listed. Range, new
DRY
Carpets
need cutting or trees
dishwasher, pella windows, drapes.
Aluminum and Vinyl
that need topping? Will
cleaned. New
carpet. Another extra is the exceptionalsiding and Aluminum
also do other clean-up
machine, only
work such as cutting
trim for all houses. It
ly neat three room rental house for extra
shrubbery or clean-up
stops painting.
one in this area.
income. A must on your list of "sees"'
grown up areas. Free
Jack Glover
759-9754
estimates Call 437-4607.
Located between Murray and Mayfield is
753-1873
FENCE sales at Sears
759-1834
the location of this three bedroom brick
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
with central electric heat and air. Range
your needs
dishwasher, drapes and carpet. Nice

Corium's

MURRAY SHRINE CLUB
BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
out building needs

759-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd

IFITPPTL. 1-.A1
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, Plumbing ,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL house
cleaning, carpet cleaning, floor stripping.
Experienced & dependable. References.
Call after 4p.m & on
weekends 759-4604.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for -free
estimate.

.111111=1=110
ROOFING
Free
Estimates
753-5459 or
753-8072

BARN DANCE Music by The Rebel Rousers
Saturday, Oct. 20th
8:00 PM-12 PM
Location: Ralph Emerine's Barn 121 North
All Shriner, & Guests Welcome.
Western Dress.
Admission $12.00 Snacks Included

patio. Outside storage.
Just listed in Roberts Industrial Subdivision! Four bay clean-up or body shop
Natural gas at property. City water and
sewer. Now rented. Less than 825,000.00!
First time on the market! Three bedroom
brick with central gas heat. Disposal,
range, refrigerator, dishwasher, freezer.
Carpet 8z hardwood floors. Basement'
garage. Nice lot & location. $38,500.00.
Sell the timber and pay for the 170 acre
farm Southeast of Murray! Approximately 100 acres of good timber! Recently
surveyed. Good subdivision land.
Immaculate is only one way to describe
the three bedroom brick North of Murray! Electric garage door opener, central
heat & air, range, dishwasher, newly
decorated exterior, double garage.

HOUSE AND 5 ACRES, 5 miles from
Murray at Cherry Corners. House has 2
bedrooms with possible 2 more. 2 car
garage. Stove refrigerator, dishwasher,
wood stove, ceiling fan and air conditioner stay with house 3 acres tendable,
6310300; $33,000. Phone 753-9841
daytime or 753-5807 nights.

Friday Night Auction
Oct. 19th at 5 p.m. at the Dan Miller Auction barn
1/2 mile north of Lynn Grove,Ky. on Highway 893.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove.
From Mayfield 121 toward Murray, Ky. Watch for
Auction Signs.
Will sell furniture, appliances, glass ifir antiques. Walnut chair
with needlepoint, small school desk, wicker chairs, wicker clothes
basket, wicker esterege, 2 small end tables, 2 nice old china
cabinets, home decoration kit, lamps 8z lamp tables, pictures,
oriental rug, hi back rocker, 2 piece maple bedroom suite, queen
box spring & mattress, like new nauguhide couch & chair, high
chair, small kitchen appliances, electric oven 9 surface unit, table
& chairs, misc. glassware, pool table, metal office desk, electric
heaters & fan, 45 records, good electric cash register, nice bow
making machine, racks to display clothes on, lawn chairs, bicycle, 14' trapoline, golf clubs, other furniture, good 8'816' office
trailer on wheels.
Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible Ie.- 0-^"
1 80.-'
"
1 `1.
'07741158 iiitilUiladen & your auction needs
1 pncine 4354144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller, Terry Paschall Auctioneers
Darrel Beane App. Auctioneer
"My Service boesn't Cost, It Pays"

lies
tere.
-. old
3 yr.
mare
old
753.

53. Services Offered
WILL repair and refiri
ish Fiberglass boats
Call 436 2292

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, Oct. 20th at 10:00 a.m. at the late Ortis
& Irene Lockhart Story estate at 803 Sycamore St.
in Murray, Ky.
Cherry table & chairs, cherry corner cabinet, buffet, small round
table, couch & odd chairs, end tables, table & vanity lamps, desk
& chairs, twin beds with cherry headboard,5 drawer chest, living
room suite, odd small tables, rope leg table, bedroom suit, old
square table, card table & chairs, quilt box, bow leg lamp table,
serving cart, stove & refrigerator, green stem glasses, green berry
dishes, swirl dishes, small appliances, other odd dishes, floor
lmaps, lining, vacuum cleaners, luggage, electric heaters, stone
pieces, Sears automatic washer, yard chairs, yard tools, like new
1970 Skylark Buick - vinyl roof - power steering - power brakes.
air conditioning - this car was bought new by Mrs Story and has
only 7000 miles At 12 noon will sell 3 bedroom home,one bath,full
basement, garage on corner lot. Shroat-Waldrop Realtor, Pete
Waldrop Broker, Terms 10% down day of sale, Wane*,in 30 days
with Imbuing of deed. Sale will be held rain- or shine. Lunch
available. Not responsible for accidents. For more information &
your auction needs Phone 435-4144 or 759-1707.

Dan Miller & Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Darrell Beane App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 81281

A property of many uses is the 60,000 plus
square feet building with all city utilities
Built of solid brick and steel with
sprinkler system throughout. Metal
building with 10,000 square feet included
Freight elevator and easy railroad access. Owner interested in offers or would
consider trade-ins.
Get ready for next summer now with the
purchase of this partially remodeled cottage on the lake. Nice fireplace; new
plumbing, electric and roof. Easy water
access. $15,000.00.
A new listing for less than 830,000.00 can
be found in the lifetime aluminum siding
home inside the city. Disposal, range, new
refrigerator, carpet. Storm doors and
windows.
Luxury living plus extra income can be
yours with the extra nice duplex in
Southwest part of town. Disposal, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, in both apartments. Central gas heat. Beautifully
decorated.
Reduced to 816,000.00 and located in
Cypress Springs area is this mobile home
with add-on on large lot near lake. Outbuilding and barn included. Blacktop
road. Immediate possession.
First time on the market is this three
bedroom log home in new subdivision
Southwest of Murray. Thermopane windows, dishwasher, carpet. Large lot with
lots of shade.
You'll find no better built home than this
five bedroom, three bath home in University area! Central gas heat, carpet, range,
disposal, dishwasher, drapes, fenced
backyard. See it today!
New listing in East part of County is the
three bedroom, masonite siding home on
eight acres of land. Range, refrigerator,
carpet. 30' x 30' shop. Fruit trees and
gaiiden spot. Ideal for young couple or
retiree. 832,500.00.
Reduced to $30,000.00 is this three
bedroom, vinyl siding home inside city
limits. Storm doors and windows. Shop in
basement. Well cared for home r,
Need help in selling your home? Let's
help each other! We have clients looking
for special properties and yours could be
it!- We'll work hard to sell your property
if you will list it with us! Call one of the
seven Professionals at ROBERTS REAL.
Ty today.

eltita
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
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Kentucky News In Brief
OWENSBORO, Ky.
AP)
The city of
Owensboro has asked a
Daviess Circuit Court
judge to dismiss a
newspaper's lawsuit
that seeks to obtain
police records of an investigation into charges
against a district judge.
Lawyers for the city
say police were justified
in withholding their
tecords from the
Owensboro Messenger.
Inquirer.
The city claimed in a
response to the lawsuit
tiled by the paper's
owner, the Owensboro
Publishing Co.. that
police records in the
case are not open to
public Inspection
without a court order.
The newspaper sued
after being denied access to records of an investigation of former
District Judge Thomas
Hardesty. who resigned
Sept. 1 citing health

problems.
Area newspapers
quoted unnamed
sources close to the investigation as saying
Hardesty was forced to
resign over allegations
that he sought sex from
women defendants in
exchange for judicial
lenience.
Hardesty denied being forced to resign.

dental records aided in since Oct. 1 at the plant, cerned health insurance the third year.
the identification of the which makes and an increase in
The vote on the initial
bones, which were found dishwashers.
premiums for workers. contract offer was
Tuesday.
The vote Wednesday
He said the only dif- 253-230, Anderson said.
Police said Ronnau was 298-204 against the ference between the seHe said the union
had been missing for contract, said Harrison cond contract offer and planned
to report the
two years.
Anderson, president of the first was a 5-cent vote to state and federal
Meanwhile, Dr. Local 1562 of the United hourly increase for the labor officials
and was
George Nichols Jr., the Auto Workers union. He second and third year of prepared
to resume
state medical examiner, said the main issue con- the pact instead of just
negotiations.
planned tO conduct an
autopsy in Louisville on
the body of a man found
in Estill County Tuesday night.
And you thought we
The body, floating
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
face down in in Station
(AP — Human bones
carried only men's &
Camp Creek near Irfound by children playvine, was found by three
women's styles.
ing in an eastern Jefferfishermen. Authorities
son County field have
Checkout
said the body was wrapbeen identified as those
ped in chains.
In Our
of Gerald Gannon Ronnau, 26, of Louisville, a
MOUNT STERLING,
Boys Dept. Sizes 12-20
police spokesman said.
Ky. (AP) — Hourly
State forensic an- workers, at the Hobart
thropologist David Wolf Corp. plant have voted
said it was "highly to reject the company's
unlikely" that foul play second contract offer
was involved in the and continue a strike, a
1302 Chestnut
414 Main
death, adding that there union official said.
was no evidence of
Some 530 workers
trauma. Wolf said good have been on strike

A spokesman for the
plant said a decision by
the company would

Polo, Ocean Pacific
& Members Only

have to come from corporate offices in Troy,
Ohio,

1982 Corvette
Was $17,977

Now 15,800

Nuckingilain iaau

Lei•I•1191&IQ•

0

SOB

Gold Medal Plain or Seif-Rising-

FLOUR

5 Lb.

,tec

co 0

COW.30
Wicscycli.

89°

Hunts 'A or Sliced

I

PSI?"
Register For 20 Halves Of
Owen's Famous Pit Baked Hams
To Be Given Away!

1K

PRICES GOOD
10-17 THRU 10-24
Vlasic Sweet

PEACHES

29 Oz.

Ocean Spray Whole or Jellied 16 Oz.

99° BUTTER CHIPS.. ..16 Oz. 890 Bush's Chili
HOT BEANS

/5 Oz. 3/$

1

CRANBERRY SAUCE 59° Vlasic Sweet
BUTTERSTICKS.. .16 Oz. $ 1 19 PEPSI, DR. PEPPER,
Bakers Angel Flake
MT. DEW, 7UP .
Kraft
COCONUT
14 Oz. $ 1 39
Pk 16 Oz
99c
169
$
Oz.
.
32
.
.
WHIP
Plus
MIRACL
E
Deposit
Diamond New Crop! Shelled
2 Liter
$269
WALNUTSCello Pack 1 Lb. Bag
Planters Cheese Curls or Cheese Balls
99°
PEPSI COLA
Double 0 Pink
99°
SNACKS
6 oz.
/5% Oz. $ 89
SALMON
PRAIRIE FARM
Ronco
Duncan Hines
16 Oz. 79°
SPAGHETTI
MILK SALE
CAKE MIX
18 Oz. 79°
Bush's
HOMOGENIZED1, Gal 99°
Betty Crocker Blue Berry or Apple Chip
KIDNEY BEANS15 Oz. 2/79°
13 Oz. $ 39
MUFFIN MIX
Gal 99°
BUTTERMILK
Betty Crocker Au Gratin or Scalloped Instant

Campbells Home Style Chicken Noodle

SOUP

10 Oz.

2/79° POTATOES

6 Oz.

79° SKIM (WW)

Gal

99°

Gal

99'

Carnation

Heinz 57

STEAK SAUCE...701,i Oz. 89° COFFEE MATE....16 Oz. $
Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

BACON
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

2%
eco ming

Faritiiy Pack

Grade A

U.S.Choice

GROUND
BEEF

CHICKEN
BREAST

T-BONE
STEAK
$329

3-4 Lb Pkg.

$1 19
Lb

89

89?

L,
$ 1 39

Lb

e0,,z,0 Party Trays
Cheese Trays
See Shellie in the Deli

_

PRODUCE

MEATS

-

DELI

_

401

I.

i1 cTAP.'

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

4 Lbs

New Crop Florida Pink

GRAPEFRUIT 5 Lb
LEMONS

200 Si,

5 Lb

CELERY

•••••

APPLES

$159

Ell

114°re

,

Lb
Lb or
More

PIT BAKED HAMLb
BBQ BEEF

Lb

Owens Best

Center Slice Fresh

69° HAM.

L LI

Owens Best

Lb.

$789

BBQ CHICKEN

Lb

$349
$349
$329
$17
1 9

Baby Swiss
4

29' PORK STEAK.... ib 99
Extra Lean Small Pork
Bag 99' SPARE- RIBS
Lb $ 1 29

Lg. 3E Size
. . 3 Lb

$149

BOLOGNA

Extra Lean

Fresh & Crisp
Red Delic:ous

Owens Best Deli Boneless

Fields 1 Lb.

990Doz

U.S. No. 1 Red

Potatoes

RIB-EYE STEAK..Lb. $429

BAKED HAM

WIENERS

5 Lb Bag

Calfornia's Sunkist

Owens Best Deli

Fields 1 Lb. Original or 1 Lb.
Bag

New Crop Florida

ORANGES

U.S. Choice

CHEESE

29
LI;

Owens Best B..ked or Barheque

BAKED BEANS

99°

